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Executive Summary
There is interest in participating in a Connecting Region in the counties of Bruce, Grey, Haliburton,
Peterborough, and Simcoe; districts of Parry Sound and Muskoka; and the City of Kawartha Lakes (the
“Region”). A mandate and governance structure for a Connecting Region consortium (the “A2JP
Consortium”) has been ratified by a resolution passed at a regional conference of community agencies,
government, justice sector stakeholders and faith groups.
At present, seventy-one organizations have joined the A2JP Consortium as members. A partnership of the
four community legal clinics that serve the Region will provide administrative and planning support for the
Consortium. A timeline of twelve months has been set for the A2JP Consortium for the development of a
regional plan and funding proposal package. The timeline begins with the Law Foundation of Ontario
confirming the region as a Connecting Region.
The Access to Justice Partnership (A2JP) is comprised of the four legal clinics that successfully submitted a
proposal for the Candidate for the Connecting Region in 2010. Between January and November of 2010, the
partner legal clinics embarked on an intense, consultative process to better understand the needs, gaps, assets
and opportunities related to people accessing legal information and services in rural and remote communities.
The A2JP completed three main activities: (1) hosting of approximately 350 people through 18 community
meetings throughout the region in September and October; (2) facilitating an online survey in October with
55 participants from the community meetings; and (3) hosting a regional conference for approximately 125
people in November at the YMCA Geneva Park Leadership and Conference Centre outside of Orillia. These
activities included the identification of barriers to access to justice, community assets and ideas for
overcoming those barriers through collaboration and strategic investments. Barriers, assets and ideas for
overcoming these barriers were organized into five broad categories:
1.

Transportation

2.

Technology

3.

Public legal
education

4.

Inter-agency
collaboration

5.

Outreach

The Conference adopted a resolution declaring the following mandate of the A2JP Consortium:
Increase access to legal information and services in rural communities across the four regions by providing a
coordinated system of communication, education, outreach and referrals involving legal and non-legal
organizations and individuals working together.
The resolution also ratified a consortium structure with four levels of delegated decision making:
1.

Secretariat – 4-member partnership will propose annual plan to the Advisory Board and then implement it

2.

Advisory Board – 16-member steering committee comprised of a balance of stakeholders representing subregions and priority populations will set general policies and priorities and ratify annual plan and budget.

3.

Program Partners – organizations and individuals that participate in one or more activities of the consortium
pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

4.

Supporters – organizations and individuals supporting the consortium who wish to receive information make
referrals and participate in general meetings.

Consortium activity involving more than one organization will be conducted pursuant to a MOU between the
Program Partners. Projects will be administered and coordinated by the organization best able to provide the
capacity and expertise to play that role. To ensure coordination, a copy of the MOU will be submitted to the
Advisory Board through the Secretariat. The MOU will also include a plan for reporting to the Advisory
Board. The Secretariat will follow up with Program Partners pursuant to the MOU. Finally, the Advisory
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Board will review progress of the coordinated programs on a quarterly basis using the reports collected by the
Secretariat.
Seventy-one organizations and individuals have expressed an interest in participating in the A2JP Consortium
either as Supporters, Program Partners or Advisory Board members.
Consortium membership at a glance
Priority populations

Homeless, abused women, First Nations, youth, people with disabilities, victims of crime

Justice stakeholders

Legal Aid Ontario, private bar certificate lawyers, duty counsel lawyers, Justice of the Peace,
specialty community legal clinics

Government

MPPs, mayors, Service Canada, heath authority, hospital, public libraries, social services

Other NGO

Faith groups, food banks, United Way, YMCA, Community Connection (211), housing

The consortium has compiled a list of strategies and activities for increasing access to justice for rural and
remote communities. Each activity was proposed by a local meeting, the regional conference and/or the
online survey. Collectively, this compilation of proposed activities makes up the A2JP Toolbox. The A2JP
Toolbox allows for both regional collaboration and local customization.
To develop a regional plan and funding proposal package and to continue the momentum generated through
the community meetings and Regional Conference, the A2JP Partnership proposes to hire a full-time Project
Manager and a half-time Administrative Support person for one year. The work associated with developing
the plan would focus on three main phases:
1.

Membership recruitment, a two-month period following the notice of receiving funds, during which
delegates from the Regional Conference as well as other stakeholders would be engaged for their participation
in one or more levels of the A2JP Consortium.

2.

A2JP Model development, an eight-month period, during which the partners would conduct a SWOT
analysis and asset map for the entire region, research best practices, including ideal evaluation frameworks, hold
several regional strategic planning meetings, and ratify a governance model for the Consortium.

3.

Development and submission of an A2JP regional plan and funding proposal package to LFO, a twomonth period, during which the results from the planning meetings and research would be incorporated into a
strategic business plan.

Finally, the A2JP Partnership is proposing a draft plan of activity for the first 12 months, which will be put to
the inaugural meeting of the A2JP Consortium’s Advisory Board. The plan includes three integrated pilot
activities, which have a mix of regional and local components:
1.

Integrated transportation strategy – through which A2JP Consortium members will work together
and with other agencies to develop and implement a protocol for coordinating transportation
resources and client appointments for those clients with transportation needs.

2.

Videoconferencing – through which A2JP Consortium members will facilitate communication
between people with legal needs and legal service providers and/or dispute resolution decision makers
using videoconferencing facilities.

3.

Outreach campaign – through which A2JP Consortium members will publicize the availability of
legal services and public legal information, including new access made possible by the integrated
transportation plan and video conference network.

The implementation of the three strategies will be complementary. These activities will build on existing
programs, enhance collaboration and provide a foundation for future potential initiatives. It will also serve as
a model for other regions in Ontario.
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Introduction
The Access to Justice Partnership (A2JP) has become the recognized name for the local work
completed to-date through the Candidate for the Connecting Region project funded by the Law
Foundation of Ontario. The A2JP project is one of three such initiatives funded by the Law
Foundation of Ontario (LFO) designed to explore a model for “improving access to legal
information and services for linguistic minorities and residents of rural and remote communities.” 1
The purpose of this document is threefold:
•

First, it provides a report of the A2JP activities completed during the Candidate for
Connecting Region project between January and November 2010.

•

The second purpose of the report is to outline the proposed A2JP Consortium model, the
mandate of which was ratified at a regional conference in November of 2010.

•

Finally, the document provides a proposal to the Law Foundation of Ontario for funding for
12 months to fully develop a Connecting Region plan and proposal package.

Description of terms

To assist the reader, the following terms are defined:
Access to Justice Partnership or A2JP or Partnership – refers to the name of the Candidate for Connecting
Region project partnership. It consists of the four legal clinics that successfully submitted a proposal
for the CCR project. Representing a vast region in Central Ontario covering the counties of Simcoe,
Haliburton, Peterborough, Grey and Bruce, as well as the districts of Parry Sound and Muskoka and
the City of Kawartha Lakes, the four clinics are:
• Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic
• Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes
• Lake Country Community Legal Clinic
• Peterborough Community Legal Centre.
A2JP Consortium or Consortium – refers to the Connecting Region consortium model ratified by the
A2JP Regional Conference held on November 19, 2010 at the YMCA Geneva Park Leadership and
Conference Centre outside of Orillia. The Consortium includes seventy-one members at this time.
Candidate for Connecting Region or CCR – refers to the project and its activities completed by the A2JP
Partnership between January and November 2010.

1

The Law Foundation of Ontario. The Connecting Region: FAQs. p.1.
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Outline of the report

The report is divided into four main sections:
The first section is a summary of the activities completed between January and November of 2010,
as part of the CCR project.
The second section contains an overview of the A2JP Consortium model developed during the
project and ratified by delegates at a regional conference in November of 2010. It also contains
details about Consortium operations and communications, a membership list and proposed
timelines and budget for a 12-month period to fully develop a regional plan and proposal package to
the Law Foundation of Ontario.
The third section contains an overview of a proposal for three integrated pilot activities for
increasing access to justice for rural and remote communities. This would be submitted for
approval at the inaugural A2JP Consortium meeting.
The final section is the Appendix, containing additional information about the three different
sections outlined here.
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I. The Candidate for Connecting Region
In this section of the report, we present an overview of the activities that were completed during the
Candidate for Connecting Region (CCR) project, which became known as the Access to Justice
Partnership or A2JP project.
The overall purpose of the project, as specified by the Law Foundation of Ontario was to plan and
host a regional conference and local meetings, through which stakeholders would be identified and
canvassed for their interest in participating in a Connecting Region consortium and to determine
how this consortium “would operate, communicate and make decisions.”
As part of the fulfillments of the CCR project, the A2JP Partnership completed three main activities:
• Consulting with approximately 350 people through 18 community meetings throughout the
Region
• Facilitating an online survey with 55 participants from the community meetings
• Hosting a regional conference for approximately 125 people.
Upon receipt of funding from the Law Foundation of Ontario in January, the A2JP Partnership held
a series of meetings to plan next steps. From the start it was agreed that a broader dialogue about
access to justice for rural and remote communities was necessary in order to build a broad-based
mandate for a Connecting Region consortium.
In June, the partners contracted MacComm International Inc. to provide coordination services for
the overall project and the regional conference. Over the course of the summer, the four legal clinics
prepared for hosting and facilitating community consultations within their local jurisdictions.
Using the results from those meetings as a base, an online survey was developed in October and
sent out to community meeting participants who had indicated a willingness to participate.
At the same time that information was being collected from the community meetings and online
survey, research was conducted to explore different collaborative models that could be adapted for
Access to Justice Partnership model. Using the regional planning model outlined in the LFO’s
Connecting Report (pp. 71-73) as a base, other models considered included the University of Kansas’
Community Toolbox, the Ontario Health Promotion Resource System (OHPRS), Cancer Care
Ontario and conventions for accommodating priority populations in parliamentary systems of
government. Using the results from this search, a model for the A2JP Consortium was developed
and presented at the regional conference.
The results from both the community consultation meetings and the online survey were used to help
inform the agenda for the A2JP Regional Conference, held on November 19, 2010, at the YMCA
Geneva Park Conference Centre in Orillia.
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Community Meetings
Between September 14 and October 5, 2010, 18
community meetings were held throughout the
A2JP region. The purpose of the local
consultations was to discuss and examine barriers
and solutions related to accessing legal information
and services within the individual communities and
compare the results across the different
communities, partly in preparation for the regional
conference.
Planning for the local meetings began in early July.
Using various communication methods (including
e-mail, brochures, telephone and media releases), staff from the four clinics invited community
stakeholders to attend one of the community meetings. Stakeholders were informed that the
purpose of the meetings was to identify solutions to the barriers residents face accessing legal
information and services. Invitees were also informed that the community consultations would serve
as an opportunity to identify potential delegates to attend the regional conference in November.
Community

Date

1.

Bracebridge

Sept. 10

2.

South River

Sept. 14

3.

Huntsville

4.

Peterborough

Sept. 16
Sept. 17

5.

Parry Sound

Sept. 21

6.

Buckhorn

Sept. 24

7.

Havelock

Sept. 24

8.

Orillia

Sept. 24

9.

Barrie

Sept. 27

10. Flesherton

Sept. 27

11. Wiarton

Sept. 29

12. Minden

Sept. 29

13. Apsley

Oct. 1

14. Lakefield

Oct. 1

15. Lindsay

Oct. 1

16. Owen Sound

Oct. 1

17. Collingwood

Oct. 4

18. Kincardine

Oct. 5

To ensure consistency in the preparation, facilitation,
recording and the analysis of the meetings, facilitator and
recorder guides were prepared in advance of the meetings.
Within the facilitator guides were recommended scripts and
four key questions written in plain language that were used
across all meetings to guide the discussions:
1. What legal information and services do folks need in your
community?”
2. What difficulties are they facing in obtaining that legal
information and those services?
3. What can we do to overcome those difficulties and make the
required legal information and services available to them?
4. Thinking about the difficulties and solutions we have talked
about, what resources already exist and what resources are
needed?
Eighteen (18) community meetings were held in the Region
from September 14, 2010 to October 5, 2010.
Approximately 350 community members, representing a
broad range of legal and non-legal services, participated in
the 18 meetings. For a list of attendees and detailed
summary of the findings from each region, please refer to
the Appendix.
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Online Survey
Using the rolled-up results from the community meetings, the next step in the assessment of the
overall region’s priority areas was the development of an online survey. It was thought that by
condensing the commonly reported barriers across all regions, this list could be distributed to those
community meeting delegates who had expressed a willingness to participate in the online survey
with the request to have them identify possible solutions.
The coded results from the community consultations were used to identify common barriers and
solutions. From the top 10 reported barriers, a consolidated and manageable list of five barriers was
created: transportation; inter-agency collaboration; outreach; public education; and technology.
Participants were recruited from the community meetings to take part in the online survey. An
online survey was created using SurveyGizmo’s (http://www.surveygizmo.com/) advanced page
jumping and branching technology that would allow for a more robust collection and analysis of
information. The links were then sent to each of the four community legal clinics to be distributed
to community members who had volunteered to participate in the online survey. The survey was
initially open for one week, but the deadline was extended for an additional week to allow a greater
number of participants to complete it. It is unknown how many participants agree to take part in the
online survey; however, 69 participants started the survey, and 55 completed it.
Please refer to the Appendix for a copy of the survey and a summary of the findings.

Regional Conference
The A2JP Regional Conference was held on
November 19, 2010, at the YMCA Geneva Park
Leadership and Conference Centre outside of
Orillia, Ontario.
The purpose of the day-long conference was to
build upon the discussions and research
findings from the community meetings and
online survey and to bring together a variety of
justice and non-justice stakeholders to explore
the opportunities for addressing rural access to
justice issues in the region.
Preparations for the conference began in earnest in September. Several of the key planning
milestones include:
• At the community meetings, participants were informed of the conference. They were asked
to complete a consent form so that conference organizers could contact them with
information.
• A website with both project and conference information was created and launched in
October: www.a2jp.ca
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•
•
•

An online registration form was created and made available through a link from the website
as well as through direct contact with conference registrants.
Special guests and potential exhibitors for the Justice Café were also contacted in late
September and early October.
The total budget for the Conference was $13,483.94, and the final cost was under budget at
$13,453.38.

Over 125 delegates and special guests attended the conference. (See the Appendix for a complete list
of attendees).
The conference agenda was designed to build upon
the results from the community meetings and the
online survey. In the morning, five workshops were
organized according to topic areas identified by the
research. Following a lunch break, facilitators reported
back on the results from the topic workshops.
Additionally, delegates were introduced to the A2JP
Consortium model using a PowerPoint presentation.
They were then invited to participate in their
respective local breakout groups to discuss the model,
vote on a resolution to demonstrate a level of support
for the model and consider if and how they might see
themselves being involved with the Consortium.
A summary of the results from the sessions was reported back, and delegates were asked to vote on
a resolution that reflected proposed changes from the breakout groups.

During breaks, informal networking was
encouraged in the Justice Cafe, a central
location in which 15 exhibitors
representing a variety of interests
interacted with delegates to display various
initiatives, including promising practices
from across the region and beyond. These
exhibitors included the A2JP and the
following organizations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Place Called Home
ARCH Disability Law Centre
Centre for Legal Education
Ontario (CLEO)
Injured Workers Consultant
Justice for Children and Youth
Service Canada.
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Following a buffet lunch, delegates were introduced to the proposed A2JP Consortium model
developed by the Partnership. After a brief overview of the model, delegates participated in local
discussion groups (organized according to the
four community legal clinic areas). Although each
group approached the discussion differently, all
four were charged with the following:
• Review and discuss the A2JP Consortium
model;
• Vote on a resolution to endorse A2JP
Governance model; and
• Have organization representatives within
each discussion group identify possible
level(s) of interest/participation using the
Expression of Interest form (see the
Appendix).

At the conclusion of the regional sessions, it was clear that the A2JP Consortium model was well
received. All four regional groups endorsed the resolution, two without changes and two with slight
amendments. Bringing back a revised resolution, reflecting the proposed changes from the two
regions, the updated resolution was presented. The delegates were then asked to indicate who was in
favour, and with a majority expressing their support by a show of hands, the revised resolution was
accepted. (Please see the Appendix for a copy of the revised resolution.)

Analysis and consensus
By the conclusion of the Regional Conference, it was apparent that there was common ground
related to the legal information and services gaps and needs, as well as regional assets, capacity and a
willingness to address these issues.
Needs and Priorities

Across the Region, and consistent with the findings from the Connecting Report, three needs were
regularly reported in the community meetings and at the conference. First, there was a reported need
for more information, with topics ranging from legal programs and services to navigating the system
to clients’ rights. Second, a need was identified for more places to access legal services and the
human resources for providing these services. Finally, there was a reported need for increased
collaboration among agencies working with people in rural and remote communities who are in
need of legal information and services.
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Barriers

Stemming from the identified needs, there was also a consistent reporting of barriers across all four
clinic areas. Community meeting ideas for overcoming these barriers formed the basis for both the
online survey and the conference morning workshops:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Outreach
Transportation
Technology
Public legal education
Inter-agency collaboration

Regional Assets

Across the entire A2JP region, a number of existing resources and assets were identified that could
be leveraged for improving access to legal information and services. The following is a list or those
assets organized thematically according to the five priority topic areas:

Resources/Assets
211
Children’s services
Churches
Community service clubs
Education providers
Employment services
Essential services
Health Units-Centre
Legal organizations
Libraries
Local governments
Local NGOs
Media
Mental health orgs
Social services
Victim services
Volunteers

Interagency
Collaboration

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Outreach
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Public Legal
Education
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Technology

Transportation

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

II. The Connecting Region Consortium
Based on the results from the community meetings and the regional online survey, the A2JP
Consortium model was developed. Below is an overview of the model, including the mandate
(reflecting the agreed upon resolution presented at the conference), the proposed governance model,
membership, and operations and communication methods, including a list of possible activities
called the A2JP Toolbox. The activities within the Toolbox are organized according to the strategic
priority areas. This section concludes with a compliance chart, highlighting how the proposed
consortium model aligns with the Law Foundation of Ontario’s Connecting Region eligibility
criteria.

Mandate
Based on the resolution endorsed at the conference, the mandate of the A2JP Consortium would be
to increase access to legal information and services in rural communities across the four regions by providing a
coordinated system of communication, education, outreach and referrals involving legal and non-legal organizations and
individuals working together.

Governance Model
The governance of the A2JP Consortium would consist of four levels of partnership as presented in
the figure below.
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Secretariat

The composition of the Secretariat would consist of the following:
• 4 groups that develop and implement annual plan
• 4 community legal clinics to start
• Staff could be from one clinic or from multiple clinics
Advisory Board

Each organization represented on the Advisory Board would have one vote with respect to
general policies, annual plan priorities and budget. Decisions affecting a specific sub-region,
including those of regional application, require the approval of a majority of representatives
from each affected area. The Advisory Board would consist of 16 community representatives
and include persons with “lived experience”:
• The four (4) legal clinics
• 12 service organizations or individuals with equal representation from the four clinic
areas as well as representation from the priority populations in rural and remote
communities across the A2JP region.
• To the extent feasible, effort will be made to include as many service providers,
advocates or people with “lived experience” representing these priority populations:
First Nations, homeless, abused women, youth, people with disabilities, victims of
crime, and newcomers
It is envisioned that the Advisory Board can be either increased or decreased in size at the
direction of the Advisory Board or a general meeting of the Consortium so long as the
change maintains the principles of regional balance and representation of priority
populations that underpin the governance model.
Program Partners

Program Partners are organizations and individuals that participate in one or more aspects of
the Consortium. They would participate to varying degrees in different projects as per their
individual mandates. For programs where more than one organization is involved, a
memorandum of understanding would be developed and shared with the Advisory Board.
There is no envisioned limit to the number of program partners.
Partnership Supporters

Partnership Supporters could be numerous and would be comprised of any interested
organizations wanting to receive information, communication updates and education
materials.
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Membership
The following organizations and individuals have expressed an interest in participating in the A2JP
Consortium. For more information about these organizations and their potential level of
involvement with the Consortium, please refer to the A2JP Toolbox in Appendix 1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

A Place Called Home
Adult Protective Services
ARCH Disability Law Centre
Ron Aitken, Activist
Anishnabek Child & Youth Prevention
Services Saugeen First Nations
Brad Austin, The Soup Kitchen founder
Dianne Ballam, Justice of the Peace
Boys and Girls Clubs City of Kawartha Lakes
Brain Injury Services Muskoka Simcoe
Breaking Down Barriers
Bruce Peninsula Assn for Community Living
Canadian Environmental Law Association
Canadian Mental Health Association Kawartha
Lakes Branch
Carolynn Coburn, Barrister and Solicitor
City of Kawartha Lake Public Libraries
City of Kawartha Lakes – Mayor’s Office
City of Kawartha Lakes Social Services
Centre for Legal Education Ontario (CLEO)
Clinic Resource Office (Legal Aid Ontario)
Mark Christie, Supervisory Duty Counsel
CMHA Grey Bruce
CMHA Grey Bruce Court Support
CMHA Peterborough
Community Care – City of Kawartha Lakes
Community Connection (211)
Curve Lake First Nation
David Busby Street Centre, Barrie
D'binooshnowin
Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka
District of Muskoka
Kathy Dollimore
Dunsford Food Bank
Lyn Edwards, Activist
Ex-Fathers
Four Counties Brain Injury Association
Gemmill, Farn & Reynold Barristers &
Solicitors
Good Happenings Food Bank
Grey Bruce Health Unit
Grey County Social Services

40. Haliburton Highlands Health Services
41. Haliburton Highlands Mental Health Services
42. Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse
Prevention Network
43. Haliburton Public Libraries
44. Housing Resource Centre – Peterborough
45. Housing Resource Centre – Collingwood
46. Independent Living Services of Simcoe
47. John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and
Haliburton
48. Rick Johnson, MPP, Haliburton, Kawartha
Lakes, Brock
49. Kim Gerow Board member -Lake Country
Community Legal Clinic
50. L.E.A.D
51. Labour Market & Social Development Canada
52. Legal Aid Ontario
53. Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries
54. Living Waters Presbytery United Church
55. Lynn Morgan Consulting
56. Midland Out Of the Cold
57. MPS Sexual Assault Services
58. Muskoka Victim Services
59. Native Youth and Justice Service
60. Ontario Addiction Treatment Centre
61. Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and
Parents
62. Poverty Coalition – City of Kawartha Lakes
63. PROMPT
64. Queen Street United Church (operates the
Food Cupboard and Thrift Store)
65. RISE The independent living centre
66. Ross Memorial Hospital Mental Health
67. Sharing Place Foodbank, Orillia and Area
68. Susan McLeod
69. Susan Peel, Barrister & Solicitor
70. Janet Taylor, Public Outreach Coordinator
71. Teach Centre
72. Technology Alliance Group
73. United Way for the City of Kawartha Lakes
74. Victoria County Career Services
75. Women’s Resource
76. YMCA Simcoe Muskoka
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Operations and Communications
To meet the mandate, the A2JP Consortium model would allow for multiple points of entry to the
coordinated system for people needing legal information and services. Policies and priorities will be
set by the Advisory Board. The Secretariat will coordinate operations and communication, and
specific programs or initiatives will be delivered by partnerships of Program Partners. Supporters
will refer clients to programs, raise awareness of consortium activities and participate in general
meetings.
The Secretariat would be responsible for implementing the A2JP Consortium work plan upon
review and approval by the Advisory Board. The Advisory Board would meet quarterly to review
reports from the Secretariat and provide direction. The Program Partners and Supporters would be
encouraged to participate in general consortium meetings and would receive and distribute various
project reports, communication updates, educational materials, etc.
Projects involving more than one Program Partner will be administered and coordinated by the
organization best positioned to provide the capacity and expertise to play that role. For example, a
coordinated ride program may be best administered by a non-profit organization that presently
provides a similar service. These projects will be conducted pursuant to a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between/among the Program Partners involved.
To ensure coordination, a copy of the MOU will be submitted to the Advisory Board through the
Secretariat. The MOU will also include a plan for reporting to the Advisory Board. The Secretariat
will follow up with Program Partners pursuant to the MOU. Finally, the Advisory Board will review
progress of the coordinated programs on a quarterly basis using the reports collected by the
Secretariat.
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Decision making

Decision making will follow a hierarchy of delegated decision making as highlighted in the table
below.
Decision maker
Supporters

How decisions are made
General meetings




What decisions
Mandate of Consortium
Ratify Advisory Board

ØMandate
Decision maker
Advisory Board

How decisions are made
Advisory Board meetings





What decisions
Regional policy and priorities
Budget and work plan
approval
Recommendations regarding
project MOUs

ØCoordination
Decision maker
Secretariat

How decisions are made
By consensus as per A2JP
MOU 2





What decisions
Execution of project MOUs
on behalf of Consortium
Budget and work plan
proposal
Operations – pursuant to
work plan and budget

ÚOperations
Decision maker
Program Partners

How decisions are made
Pursuant to project MOU



What decisions
Project budget, work plan
and operational decisions

As a member of the Secretariat, the Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes
will act as the treasurer for the Consortium. It will also host the Project Manager and Administrative
Support person. It will also serve as the project contact for the LFO.

2

This is the MOU that appears in the Candidate for Connecting Region application to the LFO (Appendix F). The initial
Secretariat is largely a continuation of the Administrative Committee referenced in that document.
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Programming Priorities: A Toolbox Approach
The A2JP Toolbox is a list of activities for increasing access to justice for rural and remote
communities. Each activity was proposed at a community meeting, at the A2JP Regional Conference
or through the online survey. Collectively, these activities make up the Toolbox.
The Toolbox will allow for both regional collaboration and local customization. Not every activity
listed will necessarily be a fit for all or even any of the communities in the A2JP region. However,
the Toolbox approach allows the Consortium to mix and match initiatives in order to address local
needs. By collaborating through the Consortium, members will have access to more tools – i.e. the
activities listed below – which can be developed collaboratively. The Consortium can then tailor
activities to specific communities and populations according to their respective needs.
The Toolbox activities are not presented in any priority order. Many agencies interested in
participating in the Consortium are not in a position to commit to specific program partnerships in
advance of further details, which must follow the confirmation of the A2JP Consortium and
meeting of the Advisory Board. However, other agencies have already provided the A2JP
Partnership with detailed expressions of interest for specific activities. These are noted, but do not
indicate any priority to the activity or even certainty that the activity will in fact be adopted by the
Consortium.
The activities below seek to increase access to justice for rural and remote communities by
increasing access to legal information and services and dispute resolution decision makers. See
Appendix 1: Toolbox Strategies for more details about the activities.
INTER-AGENCY COLLABORATION
• Legal education workshops
• Sensitivity workshops
• In-person agency visits by legal service provider
• Referral protocol
• Legal services directory
• Safe meeting spaces
• Childcare at legal education events
• After hours hearings
OUTREACH
• Outreach Campaign
• Satellite offices
• First Nations Outreach
• Peer support network
• Private Bar Campaign
• Co-locate legal services and agencies
• Local media campaign
• Word of mouth campaign
• Designated system navigators

PUBLIC LEGAL EDUCATION
• Public legal education workshops
• Local public legal information
• Integrated Legal System Map
• Legal assistance 101
TECHNOLOGY
• Video conferencing
• Public phone centers
• Dedicated public phones to Community Legal
Clinic
• Online intake
• Live chat
• Text
TRANSPORTATION
• Integrated Transportation Strategy
• Mobile Community Legal Clinic Satellite Office
• Synchronized transit and satellite offices
• Synchronized transit and tribunal hearings
• Travel accommodations
• Non-profit agency transportation
• Client travel disbursements
• Volunteer driver system
• Carpool system
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Compliance with Law Foundation of Ontario eligibility criteria

Using the Law Foundation of Ontario’s operational model selection criteria as a base, the following
compliance chart has been developed to highlight progress towards and alignment with each
criterion.
A2JP compliance indicators

Eligibility Criteria

Clarity – The respective roles of the

Roles and responsibilities of the different levels of the
Consortium have been divided into four categories and
clearly defined: (1) Secretariat; (2) Advisory Board; (3)
Program Partner; and (4) Supporter. The Secretariat will
communicate with LFO on behalf of the Consortium. A
member of the Secretariat has been specified for this
purpose.

Accountability – There must be lines of

During the first 12 months, the Secretariat will be
accountable to the LFO for financial management and
performance. A member of the Secretariat has been
specified as the Treasurer.

organizations and their relationship to LFO
must be clear.

accountability to LFO for financial
management and performance, including
project and administrative and planning
performance.

A formative evaluation will be designed as part of the next
phase of the project and will incorporate measures to ensure
financial and management accountability to LFO.

Effective Decision-Making – The

Decision making is delegated to members of the
Consortium so as to facilitate effective planning and
implementation. Planning is conducted at the Advisory
Board level. Implementation decision making occurs at a
Project Partner level. The Secretariat participates at both
levels of decision making ensuring projects improve service
delivery to users.

Inclusiveness – Membership in the
Connecting Region should include those
organizations best able to reach the identified
communities.

The design of the A2JP governance model ensures
representation from all regions as well as priority
populations. The four levels of participation in the
Consortium allow for organizations with a variety of
capacities to be included. Finally, membership in the
Consortium is open to any organization that wishes to join.

Collaboration – The members should work

The A2JP Consortium model is premised on inter-agency
collaboration. Members of the proposed Secretariat have
already begun investigating collaboration opportunities
based on the interest expressed in the community meetings
and regional conference (see Appendix 1).

Excellence – The Region should be
committed to excellence and provide only
superior funding proposals to LFO for its
consideration. It should seek funding for its
members who are best able to deliver a given
project.

The A2JP model allows the Consortium to identify and
select agencies with expertise in particular areas to lead
various programs.

management structure must allow for timely
and effective decision-making. Leadership
functions must be designed to ensure that the
planning and implementation of projects
occurs and results in improved service delivery
to users.

together in a collaborative manner respecting
the experience and skills that each member
brings to the initiative.
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A2JP compliance indicators

Eligibility Criteria

User- Driven – The plan and projects should
be driven by the needs of the users of legal
information and services.

The community meetings, survey and regional conference
explored the needs of the users of legal information and
services. These needs formed the basis of the programs
outlined in the Toolbox.

Improvement – The Region should be

For the next phase of the project as well as for the
proposed regional plan, an evaluation plan will be included
to help the partnership, LFO and other regions in the
province learn from the A2JP experiences. Results of
project evaluation will be shared with others.

Sustainability – The Region should have a
sustainable structure that is flexible enough to
evolve in response to changing circumstances.

The model enables member organizations to increase or
decrease participation by moving between the four
categories of role and responsibility. It permits an unlimited
number of program partners and the composition of the
Advisory Board can be adjusted to accommodate new
members, so long as regional parity is maintained.

committed to improvement through learning
from experience and evaluation.

III. Work plan and budget
To develop a regional plan and funding proposal package and to continue the momentum generated
through the community meetings and regional conference, the A2JP Partnership proposes to hire a
full-time Project Manager and a half-time Administrative Support person for one year. The work
associated with developing the plan would focus on three main phases:
1. Membership recruitment, a two-month period following the notice of receiving funds,
during which delegates from the regional conference as well as other stakeholders would be
engaged for their participation in one or more levels of the A2JP Consortium.
2. A2JP Model development, an eight-month period, during which the partners would
conduct a SWOT analysis and asset map for the entire region, research best practices,
including ideal evaluation frameworks, and hold several regional strategic planning meetings.
3. Development and submission of an A2JP regional plan and funding proposal
package to LFO, a two-month period, during which the results from the planning meetings
and research would be incorporated into a strategic business plan. Included in this plan and
proposal package would be the following:
• Principles, vision and goal(s) for the A2JP Consortium
• Priority populations, strategies and outcomes (short, medium and long-term) for the
Region
• Evaluation plan as well as formative evaluation results for the 12-month period
leading up to the regional plan submission
• Financial budgets and sustainability plan
• Work plan and associated MOUs from program partners
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Work plan
Work Phase
1. Membership
recruitment
2 month period
following the first
Secretariat meeting
after receipt of
grant funds

Activities
1. Grant administration

Resources
Secretariat
(SHKL)

2. Adopt human resources
plan
3. Confirm work plan
4. Consult agencies
representing priority
populations
5. Draft outreach plan
6. Confirm outreach plan
7. Outreach to prospective
Advisory Board members

Secretariat

.25

Project Manager

Secretariat
Project Mgr.

.25
5

Project work plan

Project Mgr.
Secretariat
Secretariat
(with Project
Mgr. assistance.)
Project Mgr.

5
.5
20

Draft outreach plan
Outreach plan
1st Advisory Board
meeting invitees

3

Draft evaluation plan

Project Mgr.

5

Project Mgr.

12

Draft agenda
Draft expense policy
Meeting logistics
Set up
Meeting materials
Draft Programs work
plan
Draft Programs budget

Secretariat

1

12. Inaugural Advisory Board
Meeting

Advisory Board

1

13. Draft communiqué to
consortium supporters
14. Prepare draft SWOT
analysis, including asset
map
15. Research other funding
sources and models, and
develop sustainability plan

Project Mgr.

1

Expense policy
Proposed agenda
Proposed Programs
work plan and
budget
Proposed evaluation
Advisory Board
Evaluation plan
Programs work plan
and budget
Draft communiqué

Project Mgr.

10

Draft SWOT analysis

Project Mgr.

15

Draft sustainability
plan

8. Develop process
evaluation plan
9. Inaugural Advisory Board
Meeting Preparation

10. Draft Project Partner
MOU and detailed work
plan and budget for
Integrated Transportation
Strategy, Video Conferencing
and Outreach (The
“Programs”)
11. Confirm Advisory Board
agenda, expense policy and
meeting materials; and
MOU, budget and work
plan for the Programs
2. A2JP
Consortium
model and
regional plan
development
8 month period
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Days
1

Outputs/Outcomes
Project account and
books

Work Phase

Activities
16. Confirm SWOT analysis
and sustainability plan

Resources
Secretariat

17. Confirm communiqué

Secretariat

.25

Outputs/Outcomes
SWOT analysis
Proposed
sustainability plan
Communiqué #1

18. Update website content
19. Disseminate communiqué
#1
20. Attend to Advisory Board
and Secretariat action
items
21. Prepare strategic planning
agenda and materials
22. Confirm strategic planning
agenda and materials
23. Advisory Board Meeting –
Strategic Planning Meeting
#1
24. Attend to Advisory Board
and Secretariat action
items
25. Draft communiqué to
consortium supporters
26. Confirm communiqué

Project Mgr.
Project Mgr.

1
.5

Update website
Update to Supporters

Project Mgr.

10

As directed

Project Mgr

15

Planning meeting
materials and agenda

Secretariat

1

Advisory Board

1

Project Mgr.

5

Initial consensus and
issues for further
discussion
As directed

Project Mgr.

1

Draft communiqué

27. Update website content
28. Disseminate communiqué
#2
29. Compile strategic planning
ideas, reconcile with asset
map, research, outreach to
potential program partners
and costing of programs to
realize ideas
30. Draft interim report to
LFO
31. Confirm draft strategic
plan outline and interim
report to LFO
32. Prepare strategic planning
agenda and materials
33. Confirm strategic planning
agenda and materials
34. Advisory Board Meeting –
Strategic Planning Meeting
#3
35. Attend to Advisory Board
and Secretariat action
items
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Days
2

Secretariat

.25

Communiqué #2

Project Mgr.
Project Mgr.

1
.5

Update website
Update to Supporters

Project Mgr.

45

Draft strategic plan

Project Mgr.

1

Draft interim report

.25

LFO report
Draft strategic plan
outline

Secretariat
Project Mgr.

5

Secretariat

1

Advisory Board

1

Revised draft
strategic plan

Project Mgr

5

As directed

Work Phase

3. Development
and submission
of regional plan
and proposal
package
2 month period

Activities
36. Draft communiqué to
consortium supporters
37. Confirm communiqué

Resources
Project Mgr.

38. Update website content
39. Disseminate communiqué
#3
40. Prepare draft 3-5 year
strategic business plan
41. Prepare formative
evaluation report
42. Confirm draft 3-5 year
strategic business plan
43. Confirm draft evaluation
report
44. Prepare Advisory Board
Meeting activities
45. Advisory Board Meeting
#4 – Adopt 3-5 year
strategic business plan and
evaluation report
46. Draft communiqué to
consortium supporters
47. Confirm communiqué
48. Update website content
49. Disseminate communiqué
#4
50. Submit final report of
project activities and
evaluation to LFO
51. Submit overall regional
plan and proposal package
to LFO
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Days
1

Outputs/Outcomes
Draft communiqué

Secretariat

.25

Communiqué #3

Project Mgr.
Project Mgr.

1
.5

Update website
Update to Supporters

Project Mgr.

20

Project Mgr.

20

Draft regional plan
and funding proposal
Draft report

Secretariat

.75

Secretariat

.25

Proposed regional
plan and funding
proposal
Proposed report

Project Mgr.

5

Meeting materials

Advisory Board

1

Ratified regional plan
and funding proposal
and ratified report

Project Mgr.

1

Draft communiqué

Secretariat

.25

Communiqué #4

Project Mgr.
Project Mgr.

1
.5

Update website
Update to Supporters

Secretariat

.5

Final report

Secretariat

.5

Regional plan and
funding proposal

Budget

The table below presents an estimate of costs and proposed funding request to the Law Foundation
of Ontario for developing a detailed Connecting Region plan and proposal package.

Budget Item

Cost

Staff salaries for Project Manager and Administrative Support
Regional travel for project staff
Computer equipment for project staff
Communications, including website development and hosting
Printing and production of meeting materials, newsletters, reports
Postage
Mileage for 4 A2JP Advisory Board meetings*
Rental of meeting facilities for 4 Advisory Board meetings
Catering for Advisory Board meetings
Project administration
Total
*Based on $0.50/km for 12 people representing entire region travelling 4
times to central location; clinics to cover all staff mileage

85000
5000
3500
1200
2000
150
6000
400
600
15000
$118,850

Real and in‐kind contributions

During the past 12 months, hundreds of agencies and the community legal clinics of the A2JP
Partnership have contributed thousands of hours to making the Connecting Region a reality and
moving one step closer to increased access to justice for people in rural and remote communities.
The A2JP Partnership has also contributed meeting space, postage and long-distance telephone
resources on an in-kind basis. It is envisioned that this significant contribution of in-kind hours and
facilities will continue for the duration of the next 12 months of program development.
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IV. Consortium Activities – Phase 1 (Draft)
The A2JP Partnership has planned next steps for potential pilot projects after considering the
tension between two conflicting dynamics to its work:
1. On the one hand, organizations and individuals participating in the consortium need to be
given the opportunity to at least ratify planned activities, which precludes committing the
consortium to a plan of new pilot projects before it has even been convened; and
2. On the other hand, the momentum generated by the community meeting process and
regional conference needs to be sustained and many agencies are keen to take further action,
but not as part of the governance or planning processes for the Consortium.
Consequently, the A2JP Partnership is proposing a draft plan of activity for the first 12 months,
which will be put to the inaugural meeting of the Consortium’s Advisory Board. The plan includes
three integrated pilot activities, which have a mix of regional and local components:
1. Integrated transportation strategy – through which Consortium members will
work together and with other agencies to develop and implement a protocol for
coordinating transportation resources and client appointments for those clients with
transportation needs.
2. Video conferencing – through which Consortium members will facilitate
communication between people with legal needs and legal service providers and/or
dispute resolution decision makers using video conferencing facilities.
3. Outreach campaign – through which Consortium members will publicize the
availability of legal services and public legal information, including new access made
possible by the integrated transportation plan and video conference network.
The implementation of the three strategies will be complementary. For example, the transportation
strategy will aim to bring people who live in rural or remote communities to service centres. At the
service centres, clients will be able to communicate with a variety of legal service providers and/or
legal dispute resolution decision makers, including by video conference. An outreach campaign will
raise the awareness of people living in rural and remote communities about their legal rights and
access to legal services and/or dispute resolution processes.
The above activities will build on existing services, enhance collaboration and provide a foundation
for future potential initiatives to enhance rural and remote access across the region. It will also serve
as a model for other regions in Ontario.
On the following pages, each of the strategies is presented in greater detail.
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Integrated Transportation Strategy
The transportation strategy will conceive of new ways of bringing people with legal needs to places
where service providers and legal dispute resolution decision makers can serve them as well as
bringing those service providers that provide summary legal advice, brief legal service and referrals
to the clients.
The purpose of this strategy is to bring together people with legal needs and service providers who
can legally assist those people and/or legal dispute resolution decision makers.
The strategy will seek to move people between spaces that generally fall into one of three categories:
1. Client’s immediate community—accessible meeting places in rural and remote
communities, including the client’s home (in cases of certain disabilities);
2. Intermediary service centres—places such as community legal clinic satellite
offices and local agency offices where clients can connect with legal service providers
or dispute resolution decision makers either with or without a trusted intermediary;
and
3. Primary service centres—places of business for legal service providers and dispute
resolution decision makers, including hearing locations.
Where feasible, the strategy will include finding or creating transportation options for people who
cannot afford to pay without imposing the restriction of a reason for a ride request, thereby
providing as much privacy as possible for the individual.
The strategy will seek to increase collaboration and coordination among four types of actors:
1. Transportation providers
o Transport people with legal needs from a home community to a service centre
and could include:
 Municipal/Ontario government transit
 Private transit
 Non-profit transportation programs
 Community legal clinics (for legal service providers only)
 Programs of car pooling or volunteer drivers
2. Referral agents
o Those who are aware of the transportation strategy, including how to refer
people with legal needs the appropriate transportation conduit (i.e. a
transportation provider or other entity that can arrange for transportation)
o These organizations will refer people with legal and transportation needs to the
system and could include:
 Trusted intermediaries (agencies and faith based groups)
 Legal assistance providers (see below)
 Agency information providers (e.g., 211)
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3. Legal assistance providers
 Community legal clinics
 Legal Aid Ontario (Family Law Information Centres)
 Legal Aid Ontario (Area Office - Certificates)
 Legal Aid Ontario (Criminal Law Office)
 Justice on Target
 Lawyers that accept legal aid certificates
 Criminal Duty Counsel
 Family Law Duty Counsel
4. Legal dispute decision makers
 Social Benefits Tribunal
 Landlord and Tenant Board
 Canada Pension Plan Review Tribunal
 Workplace Safety Insurance Board
 Employment Insurance
 Superior Court of Justice
 Ontario Court of Justice
 Ministry of Labour
 Consumer Protection Branch
The strategy will consider a number of tactics for transporting people, and would include
suggestions made during local consultations and/or the regional conference such as the following:
1. Mobile Community Legal Clinic Office (Regional) – A van or motor home outfitted with
a desk and chairs, a computer, printer and scanner, an internet connection and public legal
education materials.
2. Clinic satellite offices (Regional) – These clinic satellite office hours would be calibrated
with local transit schedules (e.g. City of Kawartha Lakes (Local) – the planned City of
Kawartha Lakes municipal bus service to be coordinated with Clinic Satellite office hours).
3. Engage Social Benefit Tribunal hearings (Regional) – SBT hearing times would be
coordinated with regional private transit schedules.
4. Engage Landlord and Tenant Board hearings (Regional) – LTB hearing times would be
coordinated with regional private transit schedules.
5. Engage Superior Court of Justice (Regional) – Advocating to Superior Court of Justice for
policy changes that consider accommodation for travel on private transit
6. Non-profit agency transportation (Local) – Coordinate non-profit agency transportation
program activities to include access to legal services. For example, City of Kawartha Lakes
Community Care has expressed interest in working together and with other agencies to
develop and implement a protocol for coordinating transportation resources and client
appointments for those clients with transportation needs.
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7. Coordination and partnering with community and provincial transportation services
to serve hard-to-reach clients (e.g., municipal bus services, Ontario Northland and GO
Transit).
8. Coordination and partnering with agency-sponsored transportation services (e.g.,
Community Care) to pool resources between service providers and coordinate scheduling
across agencies with respect to a client.
9. Marshal resources and coordinate disbursements for financial assistance to lowincome people to participate in non-partnering community transportation services and
private transit networks. Examples include:
• Explore and/or negotiate discounts, transferable passes and charitable giftsin-kind from private transportation providers; and
• Explore capacity to fund affordable transportation options (e.g. a bus pass or
fare given to clients to get to and from legal appointments).
10. Develop new local transportation programs to fill gaps, including:
• Organize and manage a volunteer driver system
• Organize and manage a carpool system.
Project Roles

To implement a transportation strategy, possible project roles for different levels of the A2JP
Consortium would include:
Consortium Level
Supporters
Program Partners

•
•
•
•
•

Advisory Board

•

Secretariat
(including project staff)

•
•
•

Role
Referrals to transportation strategy program partners
Create plan for providing transportation services
Create plan for provide referrals and publicity
Develop policies with respect to providing legal assistance
within the context of the transportation strategy
Develop policies with respect to accommodating the
transportation strategy with legal dispute resolution processes.
Outreach to transportation providers, referral agents, legal
assistance providers and legal dispute decision makers
Community asset identification
Project management
Administrative support for outreach to transportation
providers, referral agents, legal assistance providers and legal
dispute decision makers
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Videoconferencing
Videoconferencing would be used, on a pilot project basis, to enable the Consortium to improve
rural access to justice by connecting legal service providers with specialists, community
organizations, clients, and one another. Additionally, videoconferencing would be used to facilitate
the operations and planning of the Consortium.
The goal of the strategy would be to limit the amount of travelling required by people with legal
needs by building the capacity of intermediary service centres to video conference with a legal
service provider and/or dispute resolution decision maker. By reducing the transportation required
to provide legal services or resolve disputes for people who live in rural and remote communities,
there would be an increase in the accessibility of legal assistance.
The pilot project will leverage existing or create new videoconferencing capacity for as many primary
and intermediary service centres as possible as part of an integrated system of communication.
Activities included in this strategy could include:
o Leveraging video conferencing links presently sustained by government and the nonprofit sector, such as the Government of Ontario’s Justice Video Network and
health sector networks of videoconference facilities.
o Installing equipment in consortium member locations where there is no existing
capacity.
o Developing a policy with respect to the levels of access, privacy and security of video
conference communications at each location – this would be an integral part of the
evolution of the network.
At the conclusion of twelve months, the Consortium will evaluate the video conferencing project
and make recommendations for the future (e.g., continue, adjust, expand, discontinue).
Project Roles

To implement the videoconferencing strategy, possible project roles for different levels of the A2JP
Consortium would include:
Consortium partner
Supporters
Program Partners

•
•
•
•

Role
Referrals to legal service providers
Administrative coordination (scheduling and access)
Technical support (trouble shooting and integration)
Site hosting (videoconference locations)
 Health Authorities
 Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka
 School Boards
 Muskoka Parry Sound Mental Health
 Community Legal Clinics
 Legal Aid Ontario
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Consortium partner
Advisory Board

Secretariat
(including project staff)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Role
Confirm administration policies
Community asset identification and videoconferencing gap
analysis
Outreach to potential new program partners
Project management
Propose administrative policies following consultations with
participating program partners
Research and facilitation with respect to infrastructure, policies
and operational supports

Outreach
The purpose of the outreach campaign will be to raise awareness of legal rights and sources of legal
assistance for people living in rural and remote communities. Research has indicated that when
combined with other strategies, outreach campaigns that increase the awareness of legal rights and
services can contribute to an increase in the number of people with legal needs who try to obtain
legal assistance. Similarly, an outreach campaign that also targets trusted intermediaries (e.g.,
agencies, government service centres and faith-based groups) is more likely to result in appropriate
and increased referrals.
Outreach can be facilitated in many different ways. The campaign will use relationships between
trusted intermediaries and hard to reach people. Legal service providers will work with trusted
intermediaries to connect legal service providers. During the Candidate for Connecting Region
community meetings and regional conference, several outreach programming initiatives were
proposed including the following (see Appendix 1 for more detail):
• Outreach campaign (basic poster, brochure distribution and event presence activity)
• Satellite offices
• Population-specific outreach (e.g. First Nations, youth)
• Peer support network
• Private bar campaign
• Co-located legal services and agencies
• Local media campaign
• Word of mouth campaign
• Designated system navigators
Many of these activities will be interconnected and support each other (e.g. a local media campaign
might support a mobile outreach or satellite office program). Additionally, the outreach activities,
collectively, provide necessary support for many of the other activities identified in the Toolbox.
Outreach resources and tools to support each activity will be developed and coordinated regionally,
but implemented locally, according to need. Resources and tool development will occur
incrementally. The initial materials and activities will have a general focus on outreach to rural and
remote communities. This might include developing existing resources to create outreach materials
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such posters, presentation displays and devising schemes for distributing public legal information to
Consortium members. This initial phase of the outreach strategy would also include the recruiting
and training of system navigators and planning for future phase outreach activities like a mobile satellite
office.
System navigators would be trusted intermediaries who are willing and able to guide people with
legal needs through the legal system. Development of system navigators could be achieved in a
number of ways, including:
• Agency staff could be recruited and trained to identify legal issues and make referrals
(training could occur in conjunction with Legal Education Workshop activity – see
Appendix 1).
• A designated local outreach person could be named for specific areas (e.g., a community
legal clinic, project, Consortium member or other justice sector staff person who is
consistently responsible for outreach in a specific set of smaller communities).
• A legal service provider who is mobile could also visit clients to their community.
• A legal service provider could act as a resource to trusted intermediaries at local agencies
who in turn act as a system navigators for their clients.
• An individual could be hired from outside the designated community in order to encourage
people who otherwise may fear injury to their reputation by contacting a member of the
community with a legal problem.
Building on the first phase, later outreach activities would be multifaceted, with different elements
tailored to specific priority populations. Additionally, the private bar could be engaged to play a role
in realizing the mandate of the Consortium. Communication efforts would intensify to include
submissions to local media and a coordinated word-of-mouth campaign. A network of system
navigators could be supported by Agency Drop-in and Mobile outreach (see Appendix 1).
Eventually, outreach activities would evolve into an ongoing activity. For example, outreach to
priority populations would ideally involve ongoing programming to maintain the capacity of trusted
intermediaries to identify legal issues and make referrals. Additionally, in limited instances, peer
support networks could play an ongoing role in outreach (e.g., seniors with rental housing
issues). Finally, private bar lawyers could participate in pro bono legal assistance programming on
an institutionalized basis.
Operationally, outreach could also evolve into ongoing programming in the form of a New satellite
office and Mobile satellite office activity (see Appendix 1). New satellite offices and mobile
satellite offices could make legal assistance more readily available in rural and remote communities
for the long term. These activities would be publicized through a regular local media presence and
consistently high instance of word-of-mouth referrals.
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Outreach programming
Component
Phase 1

Focus
Rural and remote communities

Next steps
Ongoing
activity

Priority populations
Private bar
(Aboriginal; youth; senior;
engagement
abused women)
TrustedPeer
intermediary
support
Pro bono
capacity to
networks
assistance
identify legal
(where
program
issues and
appropriate)
refer

Communication
Basic outreach
campaign
(Posters, flyer
distribution, event
presence)
Local
Word of
media
mouth
campaign campaign
Regular
media
presence

Word of
mouth
referrals

Operation
Designated system
navigators
Agency
drop-ins

Mobile
outreach

Satellite
offices
colocated at
agencies

Mobile
satellite
office

Project Roles

To implement the outreach strategy, possible project roles for different levels of the A2JP
Consortium would include:
Consortium partner
Supporters

•
•

Role
Place posters and provide space for brochure distribution
Referrals to outreach programming

Program Partners

•
•
•

System navigator trainees
Distribution of brochures and posters
Presence at community events

Advisory Board

•
•

Set priorities
Coordinate resources and complementary initiatives

Secretariat
(including project staff)

•
•
•

System navigator training curriculum
Support for system navigators
Brochure and poster design
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Regional coordination
Implementation of the integrated transportation, video conferencing and outreach strategies is
envisioned to unfold simultaneously. The table below summarises the phased integrated
implementation of the three strategies. More detail about each phase is presented after the table.
Phase
1.

2.

Transportation
Research and assess previous and
models for transportation of
consumers to service providers

Videoconferencing
Research best practices for
video conferencing

Outreach
Community outreach need
assessments conducted locally

Designate Primary and Intermediary Service Centre locations

3.
Identify transportation assets

Community asset mapping
Identify partner agencies with
videoconferencing capacity
for each primary and
intermediary service centre
Convene a working group of
videoconferencing hosts

Identify partner outreach
programming and capacity
and develop event schedules
regionally and locally
Identify trusted intermediaries
interested in building “System
Navigator” capacity
Set priorities and compose
outreach plan for
communications and
operations

4.

Convene a working group of
interested agencies and partners

5.

Priorities and work plan

6.

Outreach to transportation
providers, legal service providers
and dispute resolution decision
makers

7.

Acquire equipment for
Communicat Train
community legal clinics and
ion campaign agencies to
any intermediary service
(Posters,
be system
centres without access to a
flyer, local
“navigators
partner agency’s
media and
videoconferencing facility
event
presence)
Create shared online
conference facility scheduling
tool
Create integrated transportation
Conduct training and
strategy
orientation program
Create proposal for Mobile Satellite Office
Draft travel schedule and
Research video conferencing Compose outreach program,
logistical support plan for Mobile capacity for Mobile Satellite
including communication and
Satellite Office
Office
agency supports for a Mobile
Satellite Office program

8.

9.
10.

11.

Policies: (1) site requirements
and responsibility; (2)
administrative requirements;
(3) Maintenance and service
support; and (4) Booking
procedure
Execute MOUs with partner
agencies with respect to
access, scheduling and cost

Evaluation
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Create
resources for
communications
campaign

Draft system
navigator
training plan

Phase 1
Programming for each of the proposed activities will commence with research. Previous models for
the transportation of consumers to service providers and best practices for video conferencing will
be examined in detail. Additionally, a comprehensive list of primary service centres (i.e. the places of
business for dispute resolution decision makers and legal service providers) and corresponding
service areas will be compiled.
At the same time, needs assessments of the rural and remote communities will be undertaken locally.
This may include the composition of master community events schedules both regionally (for
regional events only) and locally.
Phase 2
The information collected in the first phase will help inform decisions about the designation of
primary and secondary service centres and outreach priorities.
Phase 3
An asset mapping exercise will be conducted to identify existing transportation and video
conferencing capacity in the region and ongoing outreach initiatives. Outreach planning may also
include compiling master schedules of community events that the Consortium might piggyback
upon to conduct outreach. This would happen locally for local events and regionally for any regional
events.
Phase 4
Working groups of Program Partners and other justice sector stakeholders might be convened for
both the transportation and videoconferencing initiative. For the outreach program, a list of trusted
intermediaries interested in being system navigators would be compiled. At the time of writing this
report, detailed expressions of interest for training on how to identify legal issues and make referrals
have been received from the following groups:
1. Community Care – City of Kawartha Lakes
2. Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for the
Physically Disabled)
3. Breaking Down Barriers
4. Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka
5. Housing Resource Centre
6. City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library
7. Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse Prevention Network
8. Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes
9. Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents
10. Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries
Phase 5
Priorities, policies and work plans for each of the respective initiatives could be informed by the
prior research, decisions about service centres and asset mapping, including community events.
Using the videoconferencing initiative as an example, some of the considerations for completing this
phase are presented below:
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Videoconferencing
Site requirements and responsibility
•
•
•
•

Suitable location (room size, layout, field of view of the camera, room acoustics, and
lighting, power outlets and network connection, general availability, wheelchair
accessibility, security)
Network connection (firewall, speed, bandwidth, etc.)
Display device (size and sound output)
Display stand

Administrative coordination (non-technical matters pertaining to video conferencing
locations)
• Delivery of any site location hardware from the Consortium
• Overseeing the installation of new site locations by the technical support
• Handling scheduling of the use of site locations
• Booking multi-location videoconferences
• Tracking the status and location of any Consortium or third-party videoconferencing
hardware
• Ensuring that the policies with respect to use are followed
• Conducting evaluation surveys and follow up and compiling feedback
Technical support
•

•
•
•
•

Installing, configuring and testing new site locations and connections with existing
partner infrastructure
Ensuring that the hardware requirements are met
Ensuring proper configuration and operation of the network
Troubleshooting problems
Moving and packing the endpoint as required by the administration contact

Maintenance and service support
•
•
•
•
•
•

Booking procedure -- scheduling and access to videoconference locations
Client confidentiality policy
Agreed scope of service available by videoconference
Terms and conditions for access to partner facilities
Protocol for use of any shared mobile videoconference resource
Cost sharing agreement
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Phase 6
During this phase, planning gives way to activity. Outreach to the actors identified in the
transportation strategy work plan begins. Memorandums of understanding (MOUs) are executed
with Program Partners participating in the videoconferencing network. The MOUs convey
agreement with the policies set out in Phase 5. Finally, resources for the outreach campaign are
assembled, including a training plan for trusted intermediaries interested in becoming system
navigators, and tools for the communication campaign are developed, including posters, flyers and
community event presentation aids.
Outreach Activities
Outreach visits
• Community events (legal service provider booth/displays)
• Agencies
• Faith organizations
• Government service centres
• Public libraries
Local media
• Newspaper stories
• Radio ads
• Local cable public service announcements
Poster and brochure campaign targeting rural and remote communities
• Social and commercial spaces (e.g., convenience stores, libraries, laundromats, social clubs,
gas stations)
• Agencies
• Faith organizations
• Government service centres
• Public libraries

Phase 7
While outreach continues with respect to the transportation strategy, videoconferencing equipment
will be acquired to fill gaps in the network. Template posters, flyers, local media articles and event
presence aids will be developed and a training plan for trusted intermediaries interested in being
system navigators will be implemented.
Phase 8
During this phase, tools for the operation of the videoconferencing network will be developed,
including:
• Checklists for using the equipment and network
• Shared online conference facility scheduling tool
• Consolidated catalogue of all information about video conferencing sites online
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Phase 9
Based on responses to outreach, a transportation strategy will be devised. Concurrently,
videoconferencing orientations will be organized for staff of participating partners. At least one
training session will be conducted by webinar, so it can be recorded and saved and later accessed
asynchronously by videoconferencing network users. The orientation may include sensitivity training
for intermediary service centre staff and volunteers.
Phase 10
A proposal for a mobile satellite office will be devised using the findings from the transportation
strategy, i.e. meeting gaps in service that continue to exist. The proposal will include plans for
mobile videoconferencing capacity and a supporting outreach program.
Phase 11
An evaluation of activities conducted over the Phase 1 project will be designed at the outset and
include both process and outcome measures.
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Appendix 1: Toolbox strategies
The activities below are not listed in order of priority.

Inter-agency collaboration
Legal education workshops
Legal service providers present to non-legal agencies in order to assist agencies to identify legal
needs and refer clients to appropriate legal services and/or public legal information and/or to
provide them with the tools the agency requires to deal with issues, where appropriate. This could
include training service providers in early legal intervention and/or how to fill out forms.
Other activities might include educating front line workers about where individuals should be
directed for help and provide cultural/social awareness training for service providers. These
workshops would provide opportunities for collaboration and cross training of legal professionals
and social sector staff. The workshops would leverage existing public legal information materials
(e.g. CLEO materials) by distributing these to community partners. This activity could help develop
the capacity of agency staff to assist clients with forms, help people in their native language and
provide other assistance as a trusted intermediary with the client.
Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Community Care – City of Kawartha Lakes - Resources available for this activity include a
presentation room (seats 5 people, wheelchair accessible, equipped with high-speed internet
connection). The facility has parking for 15 vehicles at any time. Also available are chalk or dry
erase board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop, computer presentation
projector and screen.



Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) - Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 12 people, wheelchair accessible and equipped with high-speed internet connection). The
facility has parking at any time (no indication of capacity). Also available are chalk or dry erase
board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop, and computer presentation projector



Breaking Down Barriers – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 10 people, wheelchair accessible). Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and
stand, television, DVD player, laptop, computer presentation projector



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Resources available for this activity include a presentation
room (seats 12 – 155 people, wheelchair accessible, equipped with high-speed Internet
connection, multiple internet connected computers). The facility has parking available (no
indication of availability). Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand,
television, DVD player, laptop, computer presentation projector and screen. With funding the
following is also available, sign language interpreter time and appropriate technological
resources.
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Housing Resource Centre - Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 20 people, wheelchair accessible, high-speed internet connection, multiple internetconnected computers). The facility has parking available (no indication of availability) Also
available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop,
computer presentation projector and screen. With funding the following is also available, sign
language interpreter time and appropriate technological resources



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – Resources available for this activity include a
presentation room (at some locations, wheelchair accessible). The facility has parking available
(no indication of availability). Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand.



Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse Prevention Network – Resources available for
this activity include a presentation room (no indicated of capacity, wheelchair accessible). The
facility has parking available (no indication of availability). Also available are chalk or dry ease
boards, flip chart and stand, computer presentation projector screen



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity
include a presentation room (20 person capacity, wheelchair accessible, high speed internet
connection, 12 internet accessible computers). There is also a second room with a capacity of 45
persons. The facility has parking available for 30 vehicles and 5 accessibility spots. Also available
are chalk or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop, computer
presentation projector and screen. The agency has staff and volunteers that contribute time.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
include providing space (no indication of capacity).



Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries – Resources available for this activity include providing
space (no indication of capacity). To act as a mobile office to facilitate the intake of individuals
on a drop in basis.



CLEO – will provide public legal information materials and facilitate webinar presentations
where appropriate

Sensitivity workshops
For these workshops, an agency would present to legal service providers how to work with the
populations/communities served by the agency. This will also establish opportunities for
collaboration and cross training of legal professionals and social sector staff.
Interested Program Partners
The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 12 people, wheelchair accessible, high-speed internet connection). The facility also has
parking at any time. Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand, television,
DVD player, laptop, computer presentation projector. The facility also has training that can be
customized for legal service providers related to customer service standards (3 hour training
session – fee $45/person).
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Breaking Down Barriers – Resources available for this activity include AODA (Accessibility
for Ontarians with Disabilities) training and sensitivity training on a fee for service basis.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Resources available for this activity include a presentation
room (seats 12 -15 people, wheelchair accessible, high-speed internet connection, multiple,
internet-connected computers). The facility also has parking available. Also available are chalk or
dry erase board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop, computer presentation
projector and screen.



Midland Out of the Cold – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(200 person capacity, high-speed Internet connection). The facility also has parking available for
50 vehicles. Also available are chalk or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD
player, computer presentation projector and screen. The agency has staff and volunteers that will
assist with time.



Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse Prevention Network – Resources available for
this activity include a presentation room (no indication of capacity). The facility also has
parking. Also available are chalk or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, laptop, computer
presentation projector. The agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity
include a presentation room (20 person capacity) with high-speed Internet connection. There is a
second room with a 45 person capacity. The facility has parking for 30 vehicles plus 5
accessibility spots. Also available are chalk or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, television,
DVD player, laptop, computer presentation projector and screen. This facility also has
interpreters, including sign language interpreters. This agency is willing to assist with
flyers/posters. This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
include providing space (no indication of capacity).



Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries – Resources available for this activity include providing
space (no indication of capacity). To act as a mobile office to facilitate the intake of individuals
on a drop in basis.

In-person agency visits by legal service provider
In-person agency visits would be offered by community legal clinics and other justice sector
organizations to provide legal advice and/or public legal information and referrals on a drop-in basis
at an agency’s location. These visits will help to establish a neutral meeting area for legal
professionals and clients thereby avoiding the stigma or stereotyping sometimes associated with
seeking legal assistance in smaller communities. This activity might include regularly scheduled trips
by legal service providers to rural and remote communities to provide advice on a specific area of
law. Over time, scheduled drop-ins could evolve into a satellite office relationship.
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Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – This facility can arrange for various activities if booked in advance.



Breaking Down Barriers – Resources available for this activity include the following: office,
desk/table, computer, printer, scanner or supplies, and high-speed internet connection.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka –This facility is supportive, but details of resources available
will have to be determined at a future date. It is possible that interpreters may be available at no
charge.



Housing Resource Centre – Resources available for this activity include the following: office,
desk/table, computer, printer, scanner or supplies, and high-speed internet connection.



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – Resources available for this activity include the
following: desk/table, computer, printer, scanner or supplies, and high-speed internet
connection. This facility can also assist with promotional posters/brochures.



Midland Out of the Cold – Resources available for this activity include assistance with
promotional posters and brochures.



John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton – Resources available for this
activity include the following: office, desk/table, computer, printer, scanner or supplies, and high
speed internet connection. This agency can also assist with promotional brochures. This agency
has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity
include the following: office, desk/table, computer, printer, scanner or supplies, and high speed
internet connection. This facility can also assist with promotional brochures and posters. This
agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Four Counties Brain Injury Association

Referral protocol
The purpose of this activity is to ensure that an agency’s clients will get the legal services they require
on a timely basis. The protocol could build upon the “No wrong door” model, whereby individuals
are assisted until they get to the proper location (e.g., an appointed individual assists individuals in
attaining services required). As part of this activity, standardized client consent forms in favour of
both the agency and clinic could be developed, and scheduled drop-in hours at a clinic satellite office
could be offered.
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Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative by
contributing agency staff and volunteer time:


Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka



Housing Resource Centre



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library



John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes



The David Busby Street Centre

Legal services directory
The purpose of this activity would be to create a comprehensive and up-to-date referral directory.
This activity needs to be done locally, and not just regionally, because many communities do not
share services or locations. This activity might be supported by central resources.
Safe meeting spaces
The establishment of neutral meeting areas will help people with legal needs avoid stigma or
stereotyping that sometimes occurs in smaller communities. To facilitate this activity, the
Consortium would work with local agencies to provide space for local meetings between people
with legal needs and legal service providers.
Childcare at legal education events
Providing supervised activities for children will enable parents or guardians to participate in public
legal education workshops more easily. Legal service providers will work with agencies to coordinate
childcare services with public legal education presentation.
After hours hearings
An important role for the Consortium would be to lobby court and other dispute resolution bodies
to extend hearing times into evenings and weekends where needed. This activity could be
coordinated in conjunction with efforts to persuade courts and other dispute resolution bodes to
synchronize hearing times and transit schedules.
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Outreach
Outreach Campaign
An important activity will be the development of an outreach communications campaign to
publicize the availability of legal services and public legal information. This would include widely
distributing public legal information pieces and raising awareness of legal service providers in rural
communities. This could be facilitated in part through partnerships with agencies and agency
networks like the Literacy Councils. The campaign would make good use of already created public
legal information materials (e.g. CLEO material) by distributing these to community partners.
The campaign would involve circulating information at public service and commercial locations,
including courthouses, social service centres, shelters, grocery stores, liquor stores, libraries,
community centres, and local Legions. The campaign could also be coordinated with courts and
other justice sector actors.
Interested program partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Community Care – City of Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity include
promotional posters and brochures (brochure rack available). This agency also has a newsletter
and is linked from the Community Care website to the Consortium/local legal service providers.
This agency also will host speaking opportunities for legal service providers at Community Care
events.



Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – Resources available for this activity include a brochure rack and
newsletter.



Breaking Down Barriers – Resources available for this activity include a display and/or the
agency can distribute materials to consumers throughout the community and through the
agency’s website.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Resources available for this activity include promotional
posters, brochures, poster board, brochure rack, newsletter, phone tree, high-speed internet
connection, as well as computer, printer, scanner and/or supplies. With additional funding, sign
language interpreters are available.



Housing Resource Centre – Resources available for this activity include promotional posters,
brochures and a brochure rack. This agency also is linked from the Community Care website to
the Consortium/local legal service providers. This agency also will host speaking opportunities
for legal service providers at Community Care events.



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – Resources available for this activity include
promotional posters, brochures, high-speed internet connection, as well as computer, printer,
scanner and/or supplies.



John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton – Resources available for this
activity include promotional posters, brochures, poster board, brochure stand/rack/counter, and
high speed internet connection. This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.
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Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse Prevention Network – Resources available for
this activity include promotional brochures and a brochure rack/stand/counter.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity
include promotional posters, brochures, poster board, and brochure stand/rack/counter. As
well this agency has the following methods to communicate with individual within the
community: newsletter, event mailing, email list serve, website, and phone tree capacity. Also
available are a high speed internet connection, computer, printer, scanner and/or supplies.
Additionally, this agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Adult Protective Services – Resources available for this activity include poster board, brochure
rack/stand/counter, high-speed internet connection and the ability to assist with making
photocopies. This agency is also willing to assist with promotional posters and brochures. Also
available is an event mailing list and phone tree.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
include the ability to provide space.



The David Busby Street Centre – Resources available for this activity include maintaining a
rack of resources and materials. This facility is also willing to expand the services in their drop-in
centre.

Satellite offices
The purpose of this activity is to establish more community legal clinic satellite offices. Possibilities
include co-locating legal services within the same building as other community services and
establishing satellite offices in easily accessed locations (e.g. court house) with other established
services. This activity could evolve from the In-person agency visits by legal service providers
activity described above.
First Nations outreach
A particular activity as part of the outreach priority could be to raise awareness of legal rights and
legal assistance service amongst First Nations. This might include extending services in a satellite
office or on a drop-in basis to First Nation communities.
Peer support network
Developing a peer support system for appropriate priority populations, like low-income elderly
tenants could be part of the outreach strategy. This approach might help members of priority groups
cope with the emotional and physical challenges of enforcing legal rights. The network would work
to connect people impacted by specific legal problems with others who have undergone similar
experiences.
Private bar campaign
A focused part of the campaign could be to educate lawyers about the services available from other
service providers. An important part of this campaign activity would be to compensate for the lack
of lawyers in the system by advocating for increased use of pro bono services. This might facilitated
by setting up a recruitment campaign to get more lawyers into the community, establish a mobile
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service that brings lawyers into the community, recruiting retired lawyers to work part-time or as
volunteers, and recruiting articling students to work with lawyers to provide pro bono assistance
(e.g., completing court forms or employment insurance appeals, etc.).
Co-locate legal services and agencies
As part of this activity, legal services could be co-located within the same building as other
community services. This initiative could include a variety of activities including coordination of
space for community legal clinic satellite offices, Family Law Information Centres and hearing
locations for various dispute resolution decision makers.

Local media campaign
Part of the campaign would likely involve disseminating public legal education and legal services
information through the local media. This would include seeking out opportunities to provide public
legal education, including awareness of legal service providers through columns and interviews with
local radio, newspapers and cable television stations. The focus of these efforts would be on
obtaining free or earned media coverage as opposed to paid advertising.
Word of mouth campaign
Given the effectiveness of word-of-mouth advertising, another activity could involve creating a
“viral” marketing campaign. Those people who have received legal assistance would be encouraged
to spread the message about available programs and information to other people with legal needs.
This initiative could leverage existing follow up activities by legal service providers such as an insert
in a file closing letter.
Designated system navigators
Based on the research from the community meetings and regional conference, an important
outreach activity could be to train and designate "system navigators", who would be trusted
intermediaries willing and able to guide people with legal needs through the legal system. This could
be achieved in a number of manners. For example, a designated local outreach person could be
named for specific areas. This could be staff person who is consistently responsible for outreach in a
specific set of smaller communities. This consistent use of the same person would help to leverage
the local community synergies to serve vulnerable clients. In some instances, this position could be
mobile and even involve this person bringing clients to the legal service providers and work in
conjunction with community partners on behalf of the clients. Another approach could be to hire
someone from outside the designated community to work within the community, assisting clients
with navigating the system and filling out forms, etc.
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Public legal education
Public legal education workshops
Community legal clinic and other justice sector stakeholders would present to clients about common
legal problems (e.g., evictions, youth issues, energy contracts, care homes, etc.). These workshops
would be designed to advise clients and prospective clients of their legal rights and to give them
basic tools, including how to connect with a legal clinic, to enforce their rights. These workshops
would be advertised in the general media (cable, radio, newspapers). Program Partners would also
publicize the workshops to other agencies, particularly via multi-agency tables and committees and
their clients.
To leverage collaborations already established, efforts would be made to coordinate and promote
workshops through agencies the clients may already be accessing, such as Social Services, etc. In
some instances public legal education presentations might be conducted in computer enabled
facilities.
Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 12 people, wheelchair accessible, high-speed internet connection). This facility also has
parking at any time. Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand, computer
presentation projector.



Breaking Down Barriers – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 10 people, wheelchair accessible). Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and
stand, television, DVD player, laptop, computer presentation projector.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Resources available for this activity include a presentation
room (seats 12 -15 people, wheelchair accessible, high-speed internet connection, and multiple
internet-connected computers). This facility also has parking available. Also available are chalk
or dry erase board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop, computer presentation
projector and screen. With funding, sign language interpreter time and appropriate technological
resources could also be made available.



Housing Resource Centre – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room
(seats 20 people, wheelchair accessible, multiple internet-connected computers). This facility also
has parking available. Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand, television,
DVD player, laptop, computer presentation projector and screen. With funding, sign language
interpreter time and appropriate technological resources could also be made available.



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – Resources available for this activity include a
presentation room (at some locations, wheelchair accessible). This facility has parking available.
Also available are chalk or dry erase board, flip chart and stand, flyers/posters.



Midland Out of the Cold – Resources available for this activity include a meeting room (200
person capacity, wheelchair accessible). Parking available for 50 vehicles. Also available are chalk
or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, computer presentation projector
and screen, flyers/posters.
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John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton – Resources available for this
activity include a presentation room (8 person capacity, wheel accessible. Also available are
chalk or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, television, and DVD player. This agency has staff
and volunteers that will assist with time.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity
include a presentation room (20 person capacity wheelchair accessible, high speed internet
connection, 12 computers with internet accessibility). This facility also has an additional room
with a 45 person capacity. This facility has parking for 30 vehicles plus 5 accessibility spots. Also
available are chalk or dry ease board, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop,
computer presentation projector and screen. This facility is willing to assist with posters and
flyers. As well this facility has interpreters, including sign language interpreter. This agency has
staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Adult Protective Services – Resources available for this activity include a presentation room (5
– 20 person capacity, wheelchair accessible, high-speed Internet connection, and multiple
Internet connected computers). Parking for 20 vehicles is available at any time. Also available are
chalk or dry ease boards, flip chart and stand, television, DVD player, laptop, and computer
presentation projector and screen. The CLC and agency has staff and volunteers that will assist
with time.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
include providing space.



Four Counties Brain Injury Association



Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries – Resources available for this activity include providing
space. The agency can also act as a mobile office to facilitate the intake of individuals on a dropin basis.



CLEO – Public legal information materials to be distributed as part of campaign

Local public legal information
An important activity within this strategy and overlapping with Outreach will be to develop public
legal information that references local service providers and local information and issues. These
materials could be designed to complement current public legal information materials and in
partnership with public legal information experts (e.g., Centre for Legal Education Ontario).
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Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


CLEO – Collaborate on developing template documents, building on the CLEO collection, that
include general information in a format that allows local information to be integrated



Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – Resources available for this activity include the following:
computer, printer, supplies, scanner and software.



Breaking Down Barriers –Resources available for this activity include availability of a brochure
rack.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Resources available for this activity include availability of a
brochure rack.



Housing Resource Centre - Resources available for this activity include availability of a
brochure rack.



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – Resources available for this activity include the
following: brochure rack, computer, printer, supplies, scanner and software.



John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton – Resources available for this
activity include the following: computer, printer, supplies, scanner and appropriate software,
photocopier and paper, brochure rack/stand/counter. This agency has staff and volunteers that
will assist with time.



Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse Prevention Network – Resources available for
this activity include a brochure stand/rack/counter.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes - Resources available for this activity
include the following: computer, printer, supplies, scanner and appropriate software,
photocopier and paper, brochure stand/rack/counter. This agency has staff and volunteers that
will assist with time.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
include providing space.



Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries – Resources available for this activity include providing
space and acting as a mobile office to facilitate the intake of individuals on a drop-in basis.

Integrated legal system map
This activity would involve producing and distributing a pictorial handout of system and access. The
resource would provide clear descriptions of services within the system (e.g. using a simple flow
chart).
Legal assistance 101
This activity would involve developing and distributing a curriculum and list of speakers with respect
to the law, and could cover topics including common legal problems, remedies and sources of
assistance to university and college level programs for social work, psychology, sociology and
policing.
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Technology
Video conferencing
As detailed in the body of the report, this would involve establishing a videoconferencing network
to connect legal service providers to specialists, community organizations, clients, and one another.
Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Main office only.



Housing Resource Centre



Midland Out of Cold – The CLC and agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – Resources available for this activity would
include: office, desktop computer or laptop, web-camera, computer microphone, video
conferencing software, high speed internet connection. This agency has staff and volunteers
that will assist with time.

Public phone centers
This activity would involve setting up locations where clients could make calls in private (e.g., to
arrange meetings or to access information).

Dedicated public phones to community legal clinic
This activity would involve availing free phone access that would enable the caller to connect
directly with the community legal clinic but nowhere else, similar to dedicated taxi service
telephones.

Online intake
Using web-based technology, this activity would allow trained agency staff to assist clients complete
an online legal clinic intake from. This process could allow agency staff to (a) refer clients to the
online intake; and/or (b) assist clients in using the online intake; or (c) apply for legal assistance by
completing on-line clinic intake application on behalf of clients.
Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time. This
facility also has a private interview space available that can be reserved.



Breaking Down Barriers – This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time. This
facility also has a private interview space. Also available are computer, printer, scanner and/or
supplies. This facility is willing to assist with promotional brochures.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.
This facility also has a private interview space. Also available are computer, printer, scanner
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Housing Resource Centre – This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time.
This facility also has a private interview space. Also available are brochure rack, computer,
printer, scanner and/or supplies, scanner, and a high-speed internet connection.



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – This agency has a computer, printer, scanner and/or
supplies available, and a high-speed internet connection. This agency is also willing to assist with
promotional brochures



John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes and Haliburton – This agency has staff and
volunteers that will assist with time. This facility also has a private interview space. Also available
are a computer, printer, scanner, supplies, and high speed internet connection. This facility is
also willing to assist with promotional brochures.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – This agency has staff and volunteers that
will assist with time. This facility also has a private interview space. Also available are computer,
printer, scanner, supplies, a high speed internet connection and brochure rack/stand/counter.
This facility is also willing to assist with promotional brochures.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
to be determined at a later date.



Four Counties Brain Injury Association

Live chat
This activity would involve supporting agencies so they can communicate with a community legal
clinic intake supervisor about a client matter or pose questions using a live chat feature.
Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Breaking Down Barriers



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka



Housing Resource Centre



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library



Midland Out of the Cold



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes

Text
This activity would involve sending text messages to reach clients with limited cellular phone
availability. Program Partners will publicize and refer appropriate clients to this service.
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Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library



Midland Out of the Cold



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes
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Transportation
Integrated transportation strategy
A key part of addressing the issue of transportation will be the development of an integrated
transportation strategy. This would involve developing and implementing a clinic and agency
protocol for coordinating transportation resources and appointments for those clients with
transportation needs.
Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Independent Living Services of Simcoe County (formerly Simcoe County Association for
the Physically Disabled) – This agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with time. This
agency also has protocols in place for communicating with other agencies about clients. They
can also assist with promotional posters and brochures



Community Care – City of Kawartha Lakes – This agency has staff and volunteers that will
assist with time and expertise in strategy planning for this priority.



Breaking Down Barriers – Resources available for this activity include a brochure rack.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – This agency has protocols in place for communicating with
other agencies about clients. They can also assist by offering a brochure rack and promotional
posters and brochures.



Housing Resource Centre – This agency has protocols in place for communicating with other
agencies about clients. They can also assist by offering a brochure rack and promotional posters
and brochures.



City of Kawartha Lakes Public Library – Resources available include the ability to assist with
promotional posters and brochures (has internal courier that ships materials to 18 locations).



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – They can assist by offering a brochure
rack and promotional posters and brochures.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources for this activity to be
determined at a later date.



Four Counties Brain Injury Association

Mobile community legal clinic satellite office
This activity would involve developing a plan to outfit a van or motor home with a desk and chairs,
a computer, printer and scanner, an internet connection and public legal education materials that
would then travel to rural and remote communities.
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Interested Program Partners

The following organizations have already expressed interest in supporting this type of initiative:


Community Care – City of Kawartha Lakes – This agency is willing to explore options
regarding a potential fit with their transportation programming activities.



Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka – Resources available for this activity include parking with
electrical outlet. They can also provide a computer, printer, scanner, supplies; high-speed
internet connection and outdoor LAN cord. This agency is willing to assist with promotional
brochures. Sign language interpreter time is available with funding.



Housing Resource Centre – Resources available for this activity include computer, printer,
scanner, supplies, high-speed internet connection and outdoor LAN cord. This agency is willing
to assist with promotional brochures. Sign language interpreter time is could also be available
with funding.



Midland Out of the Cold – The CLC and agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with
time. Parking is available with electrical outlet. They are also willing to assist with promotional
brochures.



Technology Alliance Group for Kawartha Lakes – This agency has staff and volunteers that
will assist with time. Resources available include computer, printer, scanner supplies, and a high
speed internet connection. They are also willing to assist with promotional brochures.



Adult Protective Services – Resources available for this activity include digital scanner, printer
and paper, a high-speed internet connection, as well as outdoor LAN cord. This facility also has
access to a van or bus and is willing to assist with promotional posters and brochures. Parking is
available with electrical outlets. The CLC and agency has staff and volunteers that will assist with
time.



Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth and Parents – Resources available for this activity
include where appropriate joint staffing in a mobile office for the purpose of outreach.

Synchronized transit and satellite offices
This activity would involve calibrating community legal clinic satellite office hours with local transit
schedules. This could occur in conjunction with the composition and implementation of the
Integrated transportation strategy.
Synchronized transit and tribunal hearings
This activity would involve lobbying tribunals to coordinate hearing times with regional private
transit schedules (e.g., Social Benefits Tribunal and Landlord and Tenant Board). This could also
involve lobbying for the scheduling of hearings at more accessible times (evenings and weekends) as
well as ensuring increased accessibility throughout the community (e.g., in local schools or
community halls). This could occur in conjunction with the composition and implementation of the
Integrated transportation strategy.
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Travel accommodations
Lobby Superior Court of Justice (Regional Judge) about a policy for accommodating litigants that
must travel on private transit in order to attend hearings. This could occur in conjunction with the
composition and implementation of the Integrated transportation strategy.
Non-profit agency and government transportation
The purpose of this activity would be to coordinate non-profit transportation programming to
accommodate access to legal services, including scheduling across agencies with respect to a client.
This could also include coordinating and partnering with community and provincial transportation
services to serve hard-to-reach clients (e.g., municipal bus services where available, Ontario
Northland and GO Transit). This could occur in conjunction with the composition and
implementation of the Integrated transportation strategy.
Client travel disbursements
This activity would involve marshalling resources and coordinating disbursements for financial
assistance to low-income people to allow them to participate in non-partnering community
transportation services and private transit networks. This could include exploring and/or negotiating
discounts, transferable passes and charitable gifts-in-kind from private transportation providers.
Alternatively or additionally, it could include seeking new capacity to fund affordable transportation
options (e.g., a bus pass or fare given to clients to get to and from legal appointments).
Volunteer driver system
Organize and managing a volunteer driver system. This would include examining the feasibility of
coordinating this activity on a very limited basis in order to plug gaps in the Integrated
transportation strategy.
Carpool system
Organize and manage a carpool system. This would include examining the feasibility of coordinating
this activity on a very limited basis in order to plug gaps in the Integrated transportation strategy.
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Appendix 2: Community Meetings
(a) Attendees
Below is a list of the organizations that participated in the community meeting process.
1. A Place Called Home
36. Catulpa
2. Access to Permanent Housing
37. Central Food Cupboards
3. Addiction Outreach
38. Chimo Youth Services
4. Adult Protective Services
39. Chrysalis
5. AIDS Committee Simcoe County
40. CMHS-OSMH
6. AL-ANON/ALATEEN
41. College Boreal
7. Almaguin Palliative Care Team
42. Collingwood Learning Centre
8. Alzheimer Society Grey-Bruce
43. Community Care
9. Alzheimer Society of Muskoka
44. Community Care Access Centre East
10. Anglican Parish of Fenelon Falls and Coboconk
Community Outreach
11. Anishnabek Child & Youth Prevention Services
45. Community Care City of Kawartha Lakes
12. APS
46. Community Connections/211
13. Barrie Area Native Advisory Circle
47. Community Connections Housing & Support
14. Barrie Community Health Centre
48. Community Link North Simcoe
15. Barrie Municipal Non-Profit Housing
49. Community Living Kawartha Lakes
16. Barristers & Solicitors, Gemmll, Farn &
50. Community Living Kawartha
Reynolds
Lakes/JOBQUEST
17. Bethel Church
51. Community Living Kincardine & District
18. Boys and Girls Clubs of Kawartha Lakes
52. Community Living Parry Sound
19. Brain Injury Services Simcoe Muskoka
53. Community Living South Muskoka
20. Breaking Down Barriers
54. Community Race Relations
21. Bruce Peninsula Association for Community
55. CONTACT South Simcoe Community
Living
Information Centre
22. Bruce-Grey Catholic District School Board
56. County of Simcoe Social Services
23. Cameron House
57. County Voice
24. Canadian Hearing Society
58. Criminal Law Office
25. Canadian Mental Health Association Apsley
59. CUPE 855
26. Canadian Mental Health Association Court
60. D’binooshnowin Crisis Shelter
Support Services
61. DAD
27. Canadian Mental Health Association Court
62. David Busby Street Centre
Support Services Grey Bruce
63. Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka
28. Canadian Mental Health Association Grey Bruce 64. Dundalk & District Christmas Cheer/Food Bank
65. Dundalk Wesleyan Church
29. Canadian Mental Health Association Havelock
66. Dunsford Food Bank
30. Canadian Mental Health Association Kawartha
67. Employment Services Hiawatha
Lakes
68. Enaahtig Healing Lodge
31. Canadian Mental Health Association Minden
69. Esprit Place
32. Canadian Mental Health Association
70. Family Law Information Centre (FLIC) - Centre
Peterborough
for Supervised Access
33. Canadian Red Cross
71. Fay and Associates
34. Careers for Inclusion
35. Catholic Family Services
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72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Four Counties Brain Injury Association
Four Counties Crisis
Georgian Bay Métis Council
Georgian Triangle Housing Resource Centre
Glenda Clarke & Association. Consulting
Services
77. Good Happening Food Bank
78. Gravenhurst Municipal Non Profit Housing
Corp & Huntsville Municipal Housing Corp
79. Grey Bruce Community Health Corporation
80. Grey Bruce Public Health
81. Grey County Children’s Aid Society
82. Grey County Social Services
83. Grey Bruce Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
84. H.E.R. Grey-Bruce
85. Habitat for Humanity
86. Haliburton Highlands Mental Health
87. Haliburton Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse
Prevention Network
88. Haliburton Libraries
89. Haliburton, Kawartha, Pine Ridge District
Health Unit
90. Hands - The Family Help Network
91. Harmony Mediation
92. Havelock Baptist Church
93. Havelock Food Bank
94. Havelock Resident
95. Health Center at Curve Lake
96. Home and Community Support Services
97. Hospice Muskoka
98. Hospice West Parry Sound
99. Housing Resource Centre
100.Huronia Transition Homes
101.Jeff Leal MPP Peterborough
102.John Howards Society
103.Kagita Mikam Aboriginal Employment and
Training
104.Kawartha Lakes Accessibility Committee
105.Kawartha Lakes Haliburton Housing
Corporation
106.Kincardine Interagency Group
107.Krasman Centre
108.L.E.A.D.
109.Law Office of Carrie Campbell
110.Law Office of James W. Rose
111.Law office of V. Ferguson
112.Legal Aid Ontario
113.Lighthouse Christian Ministry
114.Lindsay and District Labour Council

115.Lindsay Downtown Business improvement
Association
116.Living for Jesus
117.LoveSick Brighter Futures
118.LoveSick Long Term Care
119.LoveSick Pre-Natel Care
120.Magnetawan First Nation
121.Mapleview Community Care
122.MCYS Youth Justice
123.Métis Nation of Ontario
124.Ministry of Children and Youth Services
125.Mission Orillia
126.Moose Deer Point First Nation
127.Muskoka - Parry Sound Coordinated Sexual
Assault Services
128.Muskoka District Community Services
129.Muskoka Network Against Elder Abuse &
Parkinson's Society of Canada
130.Muskoka Parry Sound Coordinated Sexual
Assault Services
131.Muskoka Victim Services (VCARS)
132.Muskoka-Parry Sound Community Mental
Health Services
133.My Sister's Place
134.Native Child Welfare
135.Neighbourhood Housing
136.Niijkiwendidaaanishnaabekwewag
137.North Bay - Parry Sound District Health Unit
138.North Simcoe Victim Crisis Services
139.Ontario Addiction Treatment Centre Lindsay
140.Ontario Victim Services Secretariat, (OVSS
VWAP)
141.Ontario Works Curve Lake
142.Orillia Housing Resource Centre
143.Out of the Cold
144.PARN
145.Parry Sound Friendship Centre
146.Peterborough County-City Health Unit
147.Peterborough Native Learning Program
148.Peterborough Youth Services
149.Point in Time
150.Poverty Coalition
151.Powassan & District Food Bank
152.Probation and Parole
153.Queen Street United Church
154.Right Turn Program (SCDSB)
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(b) Community Meetings Facilitator’s Guide

Notes to Facilitator
Thank you for agreeing to facilitate the community meeting(s). Because of your familiarity with the
participants, they will likely feel much more comfortable participating in a conversation with you
than someone they do not know.
As you may recall, your role is to lead participants in a discussion that will enable the Access to
Justice project team to better understand participants’ perceptions of:
•
•
•
•

local issues and needs related to accessing justice services in their communities
gaps and barriers related to accessing justice services in their communities
assets and resources in their communities that could enhance access to justice services
proposed models of collaboration that could be used to help govern an initiative that would
span the four regions.

Although we want to ensure participants have the opportunity to discuss each question as much as
possible, it will also be important to ensure that each question is addressed. Therefore, it will be
important to budget the time accordingly.
You may find that you want to modify the wording of the introductory script to better reflect your
style and relationship with the group.
As part of your preparation for each community meeting, please ensure that you have the following:
• Enough consent forms for participants to complete
• Name tags for participants
• A flipchart easel with each question printed on a single page
• A recorder who will be able to capture highlights from the discussions related to each
question.
Upon completion of each meeting, please use the report template to capture the results from your
meeting and send to Patty Staring at MacComm (patty@maccomm.ca).
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Introductory Script
Hello, my name is

, and I will be facilitating our discussion.

First, I want to thank you for agreeing to share your time with us today.
As you may recall from the invitation, the purpose of this community meeting is to learn more about
local needs, gaps, issues and possible solutions related to accessing legal services. Through a grant
from the Law Foundation of Ontario, the
Legal Clinic in collaboration with (name the
other three legal clinics - PCLC, the Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic, Community Legal Clinic –
Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes and the Lake Country Community Legal Clinic) are working
together to see if a model of shared responsibility can be developed across the four regions. This is
one of only three projects that the Law Foundation of Ontario has funded throughout the province.
The results from today’s meeting will then be used to inform a survey that will go out to all meeting
participants. You will see in front of you a consent form that asks your permission to follow up with
an online survey.
We will be using the information from both the community meetings and online survey to develop a
focused agenda for a conference on November 19 at Geneva Park in Orillia. Delegates at the
conference will further explore possible solutions to regional needs and issues. If you think you
would be interested in attending this conference, please indicate so on the bottom of the consent
form. Our grant from the Law Foundation of Ontario does allow us to cover travel expenses.
We have approximately two hours for today’s meeting. Your participation is very important because
you know your community best. It is important to keep in mind that there are no right or wrong
answers to the questions, and I encourage you to express your ideas, opinions and experiences.
I would like to introduce ___________.He/she will be writing down your responses to make sure
we capture correctly what is being said.
My role today is to get the discussion going and to keep it going. So I will ask a question and then sit
back. We are interested in YOUR opinions, as you talk to each other, not to me.
However, part of my job is to make sure that everyone has a chance to be heard, so I may defer
from calling on someone who has been more vocal and offer others the chance to comment for
those who have been more quiet, especially if time is getting tight. However, please do not feel
pressured that you must respond.
Similarly, I may ask you to elaborate upon your comments so that I have a better understanding. I
may ask for an example or for points of clarification. If you’re not sure or don’t want to add more,
that’s okay.
Any questions so far about what we will be doing today?
Now I would like to go over some of the ground rules that seem to help focus groups to run
smoothly.
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1. All views are welcome, important, will be listened to and respected.
2. Any stories or opinions shared in the room stay in the room. Confidentiality is very
important.
3. One person speaks at a time. If there are too many voices at once, or if the discussion strays
from the topic, I will need to step in.
Is there anything we have left out? Any questions so far?
Before we get started with the actual questions for discussion, perhaps we could go around and
briefly tell the group:
o Your name
o Your organization
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Questions
1. What are the key needs or issues related to accessing justice services in your
community”
Possible probes:
• Certain populations (based on demographics)
• Specific justice service demands not being met (e.g., referrals, advice, connecting with a
lawyer or other legal professional)
• Have certain needs/issues become more pronounced?
2. What are barriers that you see in your community related to people accessing justice
services?
Possible probes:
• Infrastructure limitations
• Changes in programs
• Transportation and/or technology-related issues
• Awareness barriers
• Individual/client-related barriers
3. What are possible solutions to addressing the needs and/or barriers you have identified?
(And to begin with, let’s just capture all of the ideas without worrying about editing or
evaluating them.)
(Note to Facilitator: Depending on the needs/issues/barriers, you may want to address them one at a
time, or you may want to have more of a general discussion and see if themes emerge)
4. What other assets or resources exist that could be tapped into that are currently
underused?
Possible probes:
• in your community
• regional, provincial, national
5. The last discussion question relates to a proposed model for the four community legal
clinics to work together. Thinking about the discussion so far today, how well do you
think this model would work for overseeing a project that would address the issues in
your community and across a much larger area?
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(c) Summary of Community Meetings
Peterborough Community Legal Centre:
Question 1 asked community meeting participants what legal services and information do people in
the community need.
Within the Peterborough community meetings, participants indicated in all meeting locations that
there were not enough places to be able to access services and/or the work force to either assist or
administer to clients. Participants also indicated that there was a lack of information, ranging from
insufficient directions about how to navigate the legal system to specific legal issues from the clients’
perspective and partners who are providing legal advice/information, leading to a perceived lack of
continuity of services. Many participants stressed the need to ensure confidentiality in accessing
services, especially in small communities. The preferred approach was to provide legal services in a
multi-service location so that persons accessing the legal service could be assured of anonymity.
Question 2 asked participants what barriers prevented community residents from accessing justice
services in their community.
The predominant barriers reported were the same throughout each meeting location, and consisted
of
• Access to services (e.g., capacity issues, complexity of system and lack of locations),
• Transportation issues (e.g., getting to and from legal locations/appointments),
• Continuity of services (e.g., lack of understanding of services and ability to effectively guide
clients),
• Technology issues (e.g., no or low connectivity, no or limited telephone access/receptivity,
computer literacy),
• Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding (e.g., navigating the system, available services,
literacy issues).
Question 3 asked participants what the Peterborough Community Legal Centre could do to help
overcome these barriers, making legal services and information available to community members.
The solutions listed refer to the barriers in the previous questions
Access to Services - proposed solutions consisted of developing an outreach strategy (e.g.,
satellite office or bus), developing an updated service book detailing legal processes, creating
a community hub which would offer a variety of services, including legal services, so that
people could access the service without everyone knowing.
Transportation issues - proposed solutions consisted of working with already existing
travel programs, development of a new transportation strategy, community owned car(s),
and the use of technology.
Continuity of services - proposed solutions consisted of inviting other agencies to
participate in local meetings/workshops to share information and establish a cooperative
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partnership, develop more integrated legal services, offer legal training to other service
providers, and obtaining funding for outreach worker(s).
Technology issues - proposed solutions consisted of using SKPYE and creating a video
conference service.
Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding - proposed solution consisted of utilizing
existing resources such as print media (e.g., advertising and editorials) with community
partners to providing the information (e.g., pamphlets) to clients, providing face-to-face
opportunities to clients to learn about various legal matters.
Question 4 asked participants to list existing resources and suggested resources that are required.
Peterborough Community Legal Centre meeting participants indicated the following as
existing resources:
• Existing community hubs
• Education providers
• Employment services
• Essential services
• Libraries
• Local government- First Nation
• Local NGOs, e.g. United Way
• Mental health service providers
• Media - newspaper, radio
• Social Services
• Volunteers
When asked what other resources were needed, participants spoke of the need do strategic planning,
to develop and coordinate a dynamic collaborative partnership within their region with community
members and agencies to build capacity. They also indicated that a location for the community hub
was needed, as well as manpower and funding.
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Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic
Question 1 asked community meeting participants what legal services and information do people in
their community need.
Within the Grey-Bruce community meetings, participants indicated in all meeting locations that
there was not enough legal information available to them. Areas where there was a reported dearth
of information ranged from legal processes and services to a client’s rights, ensuring that both the
client and (other service providers) have a clear understanding. Participants also indicated the
information provided needs to be in written using plain language guidelines. Participants also
indicated the need for more places to access services and a greater work force to either assist or
administer to clients.
Question 2 asked participants what barriers prevented community residents from accessing justice
services in their community.
In the Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic region, four barriers were reported in each meeting
location, and consisted of the following:
• Access to services (e.g., capacity issues, complexity of legal system and lack of locations),
• Transportation issues (e.g., getting to and from legal locations/appointments),
• Continuity of services (e.g., lack of communications/coordination between service
providers),
• Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding (e.g., the use of legalese, literacy issues).
Three of the four locations indicated that there were Technology issues (e.g., no or low
connectivity, no or limited telephone access/receptivity, computer literacy issues).
Question 3 asked participants what the Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic could do to overcome
these barriers, making legal services and information available to community members. The
solutions listed refer to the barriers in the previous question:
Access to services - proposed solutions consisted of the use of volunteers and non legal
personnel to assist clients in completing forms, establishing a satellite office, extending
court/office hours, offering decentralized multi-service hubs and multi-service teams, screening
protocols, arranging system navigators, revisiting service for fee structure, and developing an
outreach strategy (e.g., a justice bus).
Transportation issues - proposed solutions consisted of the development of a volunteer driver
registry, development of a transportation strategy and an outreach strategy.
Continuity of services - proposed solutions consisted of cross-training service providers on
client options, early intervention and sensitivity training for clinics, incorporating legal aid
information into service providers’ job manuals, increasing collaboration opportunities between
clinics and service providers, and creating a comprehensive referral directory (Justice ProcessesTerms Handbook).
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Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding - proposed solutions consisted of creating a
community newsletter/information, using plan language guidelines to raise awareness, using all
forms of media to advertise services (including YouTube and Facebook), creating and
maintaining a list of lawyers who accept certificates, creating a client agenda for clients to keep
track of their appointments, etc., expanding locations where legal information can currently be
found, and creating a legal version of ‘Tele-health’.
Technology issues - proposed solution consisted of providing access to technology through
the hub, revamping websites to make it easier to navigate, and creating a legal version of ‘Telehealth’ which allows clients to speak with a live person.
Question 4 asked participants to list existing resources and suggested resources that are required.
Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic meeting participants indicated the following as
existing resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Churches
Community services-service clubs
Education providers
Essential services
Legal organizations
Libraries
Local NGO e.g. Community Network Working Together
Mental Health orgs
Social Services
Volunteers

When asked what other resources were needed, participants spoke of a more coordinated and
collaborative partnership within their region with community members and agencies, the
development of a good referral system, additional manpower and funding.
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Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes
Question 1 asked community meeting participants what legal services and information do people in
your community need.
Within the Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes community meetings,
participants in all meeting locations reported that there were not enough places to be able to access
services and/or the work force to either assist or administer to clients. Participants also indicated
that there was a lack of information.
Question 2 asked participants what barriers prevented community residents from accessing justice
services in their community.
In the Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes region, the predominant
barriers were the same throughout each meeting location, and consisted of
• Access to services,
• Transportation issues,
• Continuity of services,
• Technology, and
• Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding.
Question 3 asked participants what the Community Legal Clinic could do to overcome these
barriers, making legal services and information available to community members.
Access to services - proposed solution in-person agency visits by the Community Legal
Clinic, clinic satellite drop-in hours, and an outreach communications campaign.
Transportation issues - proposed solution consisted of an outreach strategy (justice van or
satellite office) and an integrated transportation strategy.
Continuity of services - proposed solutions consisted of creating educational workshops
(e.g., sensitivity training for the clinics, developing information resources for other service
providers about legal and services available), developing an online intake process, and
facilitating agency intakes for the Community Legal Clinic.
Technology - proposed solutions consisted of texting instead of calling the client, the client
using video conferencing capabilities at other service providers to communicate with the
clinic, live chat opportunities between the clinic and other service providers, and an online
collaborative intake strategy.
Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding - proposed solutions consisted of hosting
interactive-educational workshops on a variety of topics and the development of
promotional material(s) that reference service providers, information and issues.
Question 4 asked participants to list existing resources and suggest resources that are required.
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Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes meeting participants
indicated the following as existing resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

211
Churches
Community services-service clubs
Education providers
Health Units/Centres
Libraries
Local government- First Nation
Local NGO
Social Services
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Lake Country Community Legal Clinic
Question 1 asked community meeting participants what legal services and information do people in
their community need.
Within the Lake Country Community Legal Clinic community meetings, participants reported in all
meeting locations that there was a need for more legal personnel to either assist or administer to
client needs, from the completion of forms to employing early intervention strategies. Participants
indicated that inappropriate and/or inaccessible locations are being used for legal hearings, thereby
reducing their effectiveness. Participants also indicated that more information was needed on
various topics, including the available services, clients’ rights and how the legal system works.
Question 2 asked participants what barriers prevented community residents from accessing justice
services in their community. In the Lake Country Community Legal Clinic region, the predominant
barriers were the same throughout each meeting location, and consisted of
• Access to services (e.g., capacity issues and lack of locations),
• Transportation issues (e.g., getting to and from legal locations/appointments and the
weather),
• Technology issues (e.g., old, limited on non-existent telephone access, computer literacy),
• Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding (e.g., navigating the system, literacy issues),
• Daycare issues (when attending appointments), and
• Continuity of services (e.g., lack of communication/coordination between service
providers, inconsistent agency structures).
Question 3 asked participants what the Lake Country Community Legal Clinic could do to
overcome these barriers, making legal services and information available to community members.
The solutions listed refer to the barriers in the previous questions
Access to services - proposed solutions consisted of recruiting more lawyers to the area,
using other legal personnel to provide assistance to clients, creating a resource book, creating
a dedicated line for legal information, creating “hubs”, creating a system navigator
position/revise the duty counsel position, and an outreach strategy (legal van/satellite
offices).
Transportation issues - proposed solutions consisted of using volunteer drivers,
piggybacking on other service providers’ transportation strategies, developing a car pooling
system and an outreach strategy with the use of a legal van.
Technology issues - proposed solutions consisted of providing access to technology
through the outreach mobile van/libraries, providing a dedicated legal telephone line,
creating a website to connect to the community, installing telephones throughout the
community, developing a binder of resources, and contacting the local MPP to lobby for
better connectivity.
Clients’ lack of knowledge/understanding - proposed solutions consisted of addressing
aspects of education through the outreach mobile van, scheduling community meetings/
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legal talks/workshops on a regular basis to keep the public informed, continuing the use of
existing resources (e.g., CLEO), producing step-by-step how-to guides, using plain language
guidelines, revamping legal forms, and utilizing all types of local media to keep in contact
with the community.
Daycare issues - proposed solutions consisted of making daycare available at court houses,
lawyers’ offices or churches.
Continuity of services - proposed solutions consisted of cross-training between lawyers
and other service providers about their services, holding regular meetings and creating a
common resource.
Question 4 asked participants to list existing resources and suggest resources that are required.
Lake Country Community Legal Clinic meeting participants indicated the following as
existing resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

211
Children’s services
Churches
Community services-service clubs
Education providers
Essential services
Health Units-Centre
Libraries
Local government- First Nation
Local NGO e.g. Brown Bagger-food share-food bank, Alzheimer Society, YMCA
Mental Health orgs
Social Services
Tenants freedom
Victim Services

When asked what other resources were needed, participants spoke of a more coordinated and
collaborative partnership within their region with community members and agencies, the
development of a referral system, a location that provides confidentiality, research that shows the
negative impacts of telephone hearings, manpower and funding.
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Appendix 3: Online Survey
(a) Online survey questions
Access to Justice Partnership Project
Welcome
Thank you for agreeing to complete this brief survey.
The purpose of the survey is to help us focus the topics for the Access to Justice Partnership Regional
Conference on November 19th, 2010.
The overall purpose of the Access to Justice Partnership project is to explore strategies for increasing
legal aid services to disadvantaged people in rural and remote communities.
The A2JP project is funded by the Law Foundation of Ontario.
This survey is anonymous. No one, including the researcher, will be able to associate your responses
with your identity. Your responses will be kept confidential and presented in an aggregate form.
It should only take 5 minutes to complete.
The survey will close November 12, 2010.
If you have questions regarding this survey, please contact your local Community Legal Clinic
representative.
Community Legal Clinic
1.) Please tell us which legal clinic serves your community.

( ) Community Legal Clinic- Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes
( ) Grey-Bruce Community Legal Clinic
( ) Lake Country Community Legal Clinic
( ) Peterborough Community Legal Clinic
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Barriers
2.) The following barriers were the most frequently mentioned by local meeting participants in
all four regions. Please select the 4 barriers you feel people in your community face the most in
obtaining legal services.

[ ] Legal services are not available in your clients' home community
[ ] Clients' literacy levels prevent them from accessing help and/or completing forms
[ ] Clients have difficulty finding out where the services are located
[ ] The cost of services are beyond your clients' means
[ ] Clients do not understand the legal system and/or the services available to them
[ ] Lack of privacy stops your clients from accessing the service offered
[ ] Accessing information, referrals and services through phone or internet is not an option
[ ] There is a need for materials and/or assistance in languages other than French and English
[ ] Prejudice and stereotypical images affect your clients in how they access services
[ ] Clients are not able to get to and from legal assistance and/or legal proceeding
3.) Please list what you think are possible solutions (for the Barriers you indicated).

____________________________________________
Comments
4.) Please feel free to share any final comment(s) that you think would help this project.

____________________________________________
Thank You!
Thank you for completing the survey.
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(b)Summary of Online Survey

Across all four regions, participants provided common suggestions for four of the five predominant
barriers outlined in the community meetings. The one exception was technology. However, there
were a number of suggestions that were similar in scope. A brief summary of the responses is
provided below.
Transportation: To provide transportation for clients through both the establishment and
management of a car pool system, volunteer driver systems or other existing transportation
programs.
Inter-agency collaboration: To establish inter-agency collaboration between service providers,
through the sharing of agency information and establishing a referral protocol to promote
collaboration.
Outreach: To provide an outreach service through establishing satellite offices/clinics or a mobile
unit with regularly scheduled hours, establishing a support worker position to assist clients with
navigating the court system (including filling out of forms), and reviewing of payment options
(including pro bono, sliding scales, flat fees and lowering requirements of Legal Aid).
Public Education: To educate the public about legal services and the legal systems through
culturally and linguistically appropriate materials and services by making use of plain language
guidelines and the use of interpreters for print materials and presentations when needed.
Technology: The one thing that all four regions had in common was the difficulty technology
presented in terms of connectivity and cost. Suggestions ranged from fixing current systems and
using currently established services with technology to relying on technology only minimally and for
considering the use of technology more for service providers than clients.
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Appendix 4: Regional Conference
(a) List of organizations that attended the A2JP Regional Conference
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

A Place Called Home
Adult Protective Services
Advocacy Centre for Elderly
AL-Anon/Alateen
Almaguin Palliative Care
Team
Anishnabek Child & Youth
Prevention Services
ARCH Disability Law Centre
Association of Community
Legal Clinics of Ontario
Barrie Court Reporting
Barrister & Solicitor
Bracebridge
Brain Injury Services Muskoka
Simcoe
Breaking Down Barriers
Bruce Peninsula Association
for Community Living
Canadian Environmental Law
Association
Canadian Mental Health
Association CKL
Canadian Mental Health
Association Grey Bruce
Canadian Mental Health
Association Peterborough
Canadian Mental Health
Association, Grey Bruce
Branch
Catulpa Community Support
Services
Children's Services Council
CKL Social Services
Collingwood Learning Centre
Community Care CKL
Community Connection/211
Community Legal Education
Ontario
Community Race Relations
Committee
CONTACT

29. County of Simcoe Social
Services
30. Criminal Law Office
31. CRRC
32. Curve Lake First Nation
33. David Busby Street Centre
34. D'binooshnowin Crisis Centre
35. Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka
36. District of Muskoka
37. Elder Abuse Prevention
Network
38. Enaahtig Healing Lodge &
Learning Centre
39. Ex-fathers
40. Four Counties Brain Injury
41. Georgian Bay Métis Council
42. Good Happenings Food Bank
South River
43. Grey Bruce Health Unit
44. Grey County Social Services
45. Haliburton Highlands Mental
Health Services
46. Housing Resource Centre
47. Huronia Transition Homes
48. Income Security Advocacy
Centre
49. Independent Living Services
of Simcoe County & Area
50. Industrial Accident Victims'
Group of Ontario
51. Injured Workers' Consultant
52. John Howard Society
53. Justice For Children and
Youth
54. Justice of the Peace Central
East Region
55. Kearney
56. L.E.A.D.
57. Lakehead University
58. Law Foundation of Ontario
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59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.

Law Society of Upper Canada
Legal Aid Ontario
Lindsay Food Cupboard
Living For Jesus
Lynn Morgan Consulting
Mapleview Church
Mission Orillia
MPP - Kawartha Lakes,
Haliburton, Brock
MPP - Simcoe North
Muskoka Parry Sound Sexual
Assault Services
Muskoka Victim Services
My Sister's Place
Native Youth & Justice
Services
Neighbourhood Housing
North Simcoe Victim Crisis
Services
Observer
Out of the Cold
Point in Time
Powassan Food Bank
RISE
Ross Memorial Hospital
S.P.A.N.
Service Canada
Simcoe County District
School Board
TEACH Centre
Technology Alliance Group
Telecare (Lifeline)
The Canadian Hearing Society
The Salvation Army
United Church of Canada
Women's Resources
YMCA of Simcoe/Muskoka
York University
YWCA Peterborough,
Victoria and Haliburton

(b) Regional Conference Agenda

CONFERENCE AGENDA
Program

Room

Registration

Geneva Court

10:15 a.m.

Welcome and Opening Remarks

Geneva Court Dining Hall

10:30 a.m.

Break

Geneva Court Lounge

10:30 a.m.

11:30 p.m.

Workshops
1. Public legal education
2. Outreach
3. Technology
4. Transportation
5. Inter-agency collaboration

Rooms 3-4, 5, 6, 16, Mezzanine

11:30 a.m.

12:00 p.m.

Networking

Justice Café (Geneva Court Lounge)

12:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

Lunch and Networking

Geneva Court Dining Hall

1:00 p.m.

1:45 p.m.

Plenary – Morning Workshops Summary and
A2JP Model Overview

Geneva Court Dining Hall

1:45 p.m.

2:45 p.m.

A2JP Model Regional Workshops

Rooms 3-4, 5, 6, 16

2:45 p.m.

3:15 p.m.

Break/Justice Café

Geneva Court Lounge

3:15 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

Plenary – Regional Workshop Reports

Geneva Court Dining Hall

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

Social Gathering

Geneva Court Lounge

Start

End

8:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.

Generously sponsored by the
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(c) Conference Morning Workshop Summaries

Transportation
Led by David Balderston, the transportation workshop focused on both bringing clients to services
and delivering services to clients. Concerning the first aspect, a number of workshop participants
had experience with rural transportation models. The group identified and discussed some of the
difficulties of a rides program, including funding and sustainability as well as liability and insurance,
payment models, and eligibility criteria.
Despite the challenges, there was a strong sense that an outreach transportation system/model could
be developed.
One of the ideas presented was what the group called a ‘help bus’, through which various agencies,
including but not limited to legal services would go to smaller communities.
Another workshop topic discussed was a one-stop community service hub. As David summarised,
“The group felt that these two concepts – going out and bringing people in – were actually
complementary concepts because, as someone pointed out, we can only go out so far.”
Technology
Erik Bornmann reported back on the technology workshop and summarized “At a policy level, I
think there was a recognition that there’s great potential for technology as a tool for increasing
access to justice, but this potential is not the same for all communities.” For example, text messaging
was identified as ineffective in some remote communities, more reliable than cell phone voice
connections in some areas. Additionally, one person indicated that that, for service providers to the
deaf and hard of hearing, text messaging is an equalizer.
Several people indicated that access to high speed internet connections is still very limited in certain
areas, and reliance on dial-up is still significant. However it was agreed agencies had access to highspeed internet. Therefore, accessibility issues must be taken into consideration. Several participants
in this workshop reported on how they are currently using Skype to connect with clients and the
potential of both Skype as well as videoconferencing as important tools. Others discussed the
potential role of Ontario 211 as it continues to be rolled out in communities throughout the
province. Finally, a brief discussion of interactive interviews for document assembly concluded that
these might be most effective when employed in conjunction with live assistance.
Interagency Collaboration
Co-facilitating this session were Lisa Loader from the Community Legal Clinic – Simcoe,
Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes and Jody Maltby from the United Church of Canada. Lisa reported that
participants identified and discussed the importance of adopting a holistic approach to ensure that
individuals are treated as people and not reviewed through single issue lenses, like housing or mental
health. Discussions within the group centred around the need for leveraging resources that already
exist within communities, including people, physical spaces, technology, and most, importantly,
knowledge.
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The group felt the most important need is for the collaborative development of a referral protocol.
Additionally, there was agreement within the group that there is a need for improved understanding
about what the different community programs have to offer clients to avoid duplication. There was
also an expressed desire to offer and receive cross-training opportunities among the different
agencies to improve knowledge and skill levels across as the different organizations.
Several ideas were presented for interagency collaboration opportunities, including the No Wrong
Door program in Nipissing, a shared intake system or intake form system consent forms as well as
other ideas around the referral protocol.
Outreach
Jo-Anne Boulding reported back an overwhelming consensus among the group about the
importance of going out to the clients, and that different communities will require different
solutions for this outreach. Echoing Lisa’s presentation, Jo-Anne reported that interagency
collaboration is critical in a successful outreach model. Within such an approach, training,
collaborative intake and referral processes were discussed.
Jo-Anne indicated that there was general agreement that face-to-face relationships must be
maintained, particularly at the initial stage of the process so that a level of trust can be developed.
Ideas for outreach within the group included a mobile service that would cover more than just
justice issues and building upon hubs, which already exist in some communities.
Public Legal Education
Melinda Rees facilitated the public legal education session. Melinda reported that there was
discussion about the importance of not assuming that public legal education can replace the direct
services provided by lawyers, community legal workers and paralegals. The group agreed that there
would always be a need for face-to-face contact with advocates who can help people address their
legal issues, and that no amount of education materials will replace that need.
However, the group strongly agreed that there is a need for improving the level of legal literacy. As
Melinda reported, “There is no way that our client groups can assert their rights and go for the
remedies that they’re entitled to if they don’t know those rights exist and they don’t know those
remedies exist.”
Melinda also reported back the agreement that public legal education can supplement the advice that
is provided by lawyers, community legal workers and paralegals.
Turning their attention to how to improve public legal education, the group identified a model that
would involve considerable training for community partners to help them recognize legal problems
and make the appropriate referrals. Additionally, the group identified the importance of targeting
public legal education at certain groups, including the disabled, youth, working poor and First
Nation peoples and involving the priority populations in the development of those materials to
ensure they are appropriate.
Schools and community hubs were identified as important places for connecting with clients and
through which the information could be disseminated.
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Appendix 5: The Connecting Region Consortium Resolution
(a) A Proposed Resolution to Improve Access to Justice

Whereas…
• Access to justice for people living in rural and remote communities is an urgent need; and
• The Law Foundation of Ontario (LFO) published a report called “Connecting Across Language
and Distance: Linguistic and Rural Access to Legal Information and Services” (The Connecting
Report), which recommended the creation of a group of legal and non‐legal organizations that
would work together to test strategies to improve rural access to legal information and services
in a region of the province (the Connecting Region) with support from the LFO; and
• The LFO selected the partnership of the Grey‐Bruce Community Legal Clinic, the Community
Legal Clinic‐Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes, the Lake Country Community Legal Clinic and
the Peterborough Community Legal Centre (the Access to Justice Partnership – A2JP) as a
candidate for the Connecting Region; and
• The A2JP has conducted 19 local meetings and a regional conference to canvass interest in
participating in the Connecting Region, define its mandate and determine how the A2JP would
operate, communicate and make decisions.
Be it resolved that we, the participants of the A2JP Regional Conference, support the creation of a
Partnership Model that has a mandate to:
increase access to legal information and services in rural communities across the four regions by
providing a coordinated system of communication, education, outreach and referrals involving
legal and nonlegal organizations working together.
Be it further resolved that the Partnership be governed by:
• a Secretariat, consisting of four groups that develop and implement an annual plan;
• an Advisory Board, consisting of 16 community representatives representing all four regions
and key populations including persons with ‘lived experience’;
• Program Partners, representing organizations and individuals that wish to participate in one or
more aspects of the Partnership; and
• Partnership Supporters, who demonstrate a desire to receive and distribute communication
materials, reports and participate in Partnership meetings.
Be it further resolved that the Partnership Model would:
• allow for multiple points of entry to the coordinated system for people needing legal
information and services; and
• leverage various communication methods and tools to meet the needs of all partners.

Generously sponsored by the
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(b) Expression of Interest

Name:
Organization:
Phone:
E‐mail:
Level of interest:

Advisory Board
Program Partner
Partnership Supporter
Not certain at this point
Other (please describe)

I could see our organization
assisting by...
Please keep me informed about
the partnership through:

A2JP website updates
Telephone
E‐mail
Other (please describe)

Generously sponsored by the
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Appendix 6: Membership List
These organizations and individuals have expressed an interest in A2JP Consortium membership.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

A Place Called Home
Adult Protective Services
ARCH Disability Law Centre
Ron Aitken, Activist
Anishnabek Child & Youth Prevention
Services Saugeen First Nations
82. Brad Austin, The Soup Kitchen founder
83. Dianne Ballam, Justice of the Peace
84. Boys and Girls Clubs City of Kawartha Lakes
85. Brain Injury Services Muskoka Simcoe
86. Breaking Down Barriers
87. Bruce Peninsula Assn for Community Living
88. Canadian Environmental Law Association
89. Canadian Mental Health Association Kawartha
Lakes Branch
90. Carolynn Coburn, Barrister and Solicitor
91. City of Kawartha Lake Public Libraries
92. City of Kawartha Lakes – Mayor’s Office
93. City of Kawartha Lakes Social Services
94. Centre for Legal Education Ontario (CLEO)
95. Clinic Resource Office (Legal Aid Ontario)
96. Mark Christie, Supervisory Duty Counsel
97. CMHA Grey Bruce
98. CMHA Grey Bruce Court Support
99. CMHA Peterborough
100. Community Care – City of Kawartha
Lakes
101. Community Connection (211)
102. Curve Lake First Nation
103. David Busby Street Centre, Barrie
104. D'binooshnowin
105. Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka
106. District of Muskoka
107. Kathy Dollimore
108. Dunsford Food Bank
109. Lyn Edwards, Activist
110. Ex-Fathers
111. Four Counties Brain Injury Association
112. Gemmill, Farn & Reynold Barristers &
Solicitors
113. Good Happenings Food Bank
114. Grey Bruce Health Unit
115. Grey County Social Services

116. Haliburton Highlands Health Services
117. Haliburton Highlands Mental Health
Services
118. Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Elder Abuse
Prevention Network
119. Haliburton Public Libraries
120. Housing Resource Centre – Peterborough
121. Housing Resource Centre – Collingwood
122. Independent Living Services of Simcoe
123. John Howard Society of Kawartha Lakes
and Haliburton
124. Rick Johnson, MPP, Haliburton, Kawartha
Lakes, Brock
125. Kim Gerow Board member -Lake Country
Community Legal Clinic
126. L.E.A.D
127. Labour Market & Social Development
Canada
128. Legal Aid Ontario
129. Living for Jesus Outreach Ministries
130. Living Waters Presbytery United Church
131. Lynn Morgan Consulting
132. Midland Out Of the Cold
133. MPS Sexual Assault Services
134. Muskoka Victim Services
135. Native Youth and Justice Service
136. Ontario Addiction Treatment Centre
137. Point in Time Centre for Children, Youth
and Parents
138. Poverty Coalition – City of Kawartha
Lakes
139. PROMPT
140. Queen Street United Church (operates the
Food Cupboard and Thrift Store)
141. RISE The independent living centre
142. Ross Memorial Hospital Mental Health
143. Sharing Place Foodbank, Orillia and Area
144. Susan McLeod
145. Susan Peel, Barrister & Solicitor
146. Janet Taylor, Public Outreach Coordinator
147. Teach Centre
148. Technology Alliance Group
149. United Way for the City of Kawartha
Lakes
150. Victoria County Career Services
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151.
152.
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Women’s Resource
YMCA Simcoe Muskoka

Appendix 7: Access to Justice Partnership in the News
September
2010

The Peterborough
Examiner

Free, low-cost legal services discussed

September 17
2010

CBC Radio

Ontario Morning – Interview with Michael
Hefferon

September
2010

The Haliburton County
Echo

Legal access workshop will address poverty
issues

October 2010

Orillia Packet & Times

Initiative looks at legal services in rural area

November
2010

Simcoe County Law
Association Newsletter

November Conference Seeks Justice for rural
and Remote Communities

November 2,
2010

Kawartha Lakes This
Week

Legal organization fights for rights of disabled

November 3,
2010

The Lindsay Post

November 19 meeting to discuss improving
rural access to justice
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Back

Free, low-cost legal services discussed
Posted 22 days ago
A series of public forums to be held across the county later this month and early next month will explore the barriers people face in
accessing low-cost or free legal services.
The Peterborough Community Legal Centre received funding from the Law Foundation of Ontario to hold the meetings, explained
centre executive director Melinda Rees.
"It was more than a year ago that the law foundation came out with its report that identified a significant problem with access to
services," she said.
"In the wake of that, we submitted a request for funding to try to determine just what those barriers are."
The meetings, which begin Sept. 17 at the Peterborough Public Library, will also take place in Lakefield, Havelock, Buckhorn and
Woodview.

"The goal is to improve access to justice," Rees said. "It's really important to get access from all around the county."
Rees said the goal is to hear from members of the public and from community agencies that service low-income residents.
Some of the barriers may include a lack of public transit, she said. Another factor is the change in the way people communicate.

"Many low-income people no longer have land-line telephones," she said.
"They rely on pay-as-you-go cell-phones. Well, Legal Aid has moved to a call-centre model, so this involves a lot of time on hold and
on the phone, which is something someone on a pay-as- you-go phone can't afford."

Once the meetings have concluded, Rees said, the centre will develop a strategy to address the issues and submit it to the Law
Foundation. There's a chance for more funding to implement such a strategy, she said. The foundation funds programs to enhance
access to justice for Ontarians.
kgordon@peterboroughexaminer.com
Public forums
Public forums on barriers to legal aid and low-cost legal services:
Sept. 17: Peterborough Public Library, 9:30 a.m.
Sept. 24: Buckhorn Community Centre, 9:30 a.m.
Sept. 24: Teach Centre, Havelock, 9:30 a.m.
Oct. 1: Lakefield Public Library, Lakefield, 9:30 a.m.

Copyright © 2010 Peterborough Examiner

http://www.thepeterboroughexaminer.com/PrintArticle.aspx?e=2738085 23/09/2010
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Legal access workshop will address poverty issues
Posted 1 month ago
Limited access to a car, the Internet and money puts rural Ontarians depending on community legal services at a
distinct disadvantage from their urban counterparts.
Stuck in remote areas, where legal clinic staff visit every other week, setting up tens of kilometres away, those who
are poor in Haliburton County, like those throughout rural parts of the province, can find themselves without adequate
access to justice.
This is what a study commissioned by the Law Foundation of Ontario found early in 2009, and is the impetus of
information gathering sessions to be held across the province – one in Minden.
"Two years ago [the LFO] looked at this issue of access to justice to rural and remote Ontario communities and
commissioned two people to go out and do some research. They came back with a report that said there were some
very serious issues about getting access to justice," said Lisa Loader, an organizer of the project for this region.
"The Law Foundation decided, having received the report, that it would do something to try to deal with the problems
that were raised. So what they proposed was that groups could make an application to get funding to hold local
meetings or regional conferences or focus groups … to find out what the problems were and look for solutions," she
said.
The area Loader is working on, which encompasses the gigantic region of Grey-Bruce, Muskoka, Parry Sound, City
of Kawartha Lakes, Simcoe, Peterborough and Haliburton County, will hold meetings in Orillia, Barrie, Collingwood,
Lindsay and Minden looking for insight into barriers to justice and potential solutions.
The report put out by the LFO, called "Connecting Across Language and Distance: Linguistic and Rural Access to
Legal Information and Services" identified several barriers for communities such as Haliburton County.
Lower income and education, little public transportation, spotty Internet service and fewer legal services available
were the big concerns raised by the report.
"Where legal services exist in rural areas, service providers face the challenges of large service areas, isolated
clients, lack of public awareness of their services, and difficulty recruiting staff, including clerks, researchers,
students, and support staff," the report reads. "In remote areas with few lawyers, lawyers are also more likely to
encounter conflict of interest issues."
The report suggested that services be increased to rural areas, technology be used to bridge large distances and that
more rigorous outreach be done to those in need of services.
The role of the upcoming legal access event called the Connecting Region project, will be to hear the specific stories
of this county, said Loader, who is a staff lawyer with the Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Community Legal
Clinic.
Then, she hopes attendees will come up with some creative solutions.
"We're hoping that people are as innovative as possible," she said.
If the region returns to the legal foundation with a strong case for changes, that could mean funding for program
implementation.

http://www.haliburtonecho.ca/PrintArticle.aspx?e=2755049
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Haliburton Echo Page 2 of 2
"If the law foundation looks at what we've done and says yes, then money would flow to these initiatives. So, we're
very excited, because in this economy there are very few opportunities to get any money to do anything. We're
hoping that we'll get some great ideas – some local ideas – and we've chosen an area that I think reflects different
patterns," she said.
Clients of community legal clinics are those with low incomes, usually dealing with justice issues that spring from
poverty – problems with landlords, access to social assistance or workers' compensation.
"Access to justice to deal with things like social assistance is a really important piece in the fight against poverty, in
my view. That's why so I'm so excited about it," she said.
So far, Loader has reached out to local service providers who already interact with many of those using legal aid, but
she stresses that she wants to hear from anyone with knowledge of local issues affecting access to legal services.
The meeting will be held at the auditorium in Haliburton Highlands Health Services at 6 McPherson St., Minden, Sept.
29 starting at 9:30 a.m. and running to 1:30 p.m. Lunch is provided.
Loader would like all participants to RSVP by Sept. 20.
To RSVP or if you cannot make the meeting, but have something to add, contact Loader directly at
loaderl@lao.on.ca, or call 1-800-461-8953 extension 42.
Delegates from the meeting will be chosen to attend the regional conference to bring forward the views of the group.

Copyright © 2010 Haliburton Echo

http://www.haliburtonecho.ca/PrintArticle.aspx?e=2755049
08/11/2010
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Initiative looks at legal services in rural areas
Rural residents living outside of Orillia may find it easier to access legal services as law providers in Ontario look to
eliminate barriers, says Michael Hefferon, executive director of the Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes Community
Legal Clinic.
The Connecting Region project, a Law Foundation of Ontario initiative, is holding meetings throughout the region to
address problems lower-income individuals living in rural and remote areas encounter while trying to access legal
services.
"We certainly see (problems) locally," Hefferon said. "People that are outside of Orillia begin to have the problems. As
we go further away from urban areas, it becomes graver and graver."
The largest problem is the distance some people must travel to reach a legal service provider as public transportation
is rare in rural areas, he said.
"Persons who are facing eviction in some areas have to travel up to 100 kilometres to go to a hearing," Hefferon said.
"Often, bus services do not correlate with hearing times, so people can't get to the hearing."
The meetings will be attended by service organizations that assist those with a lower income, he said.
"The whole goal of Connecting Region is to link legal and non-legal service providers and look for solutions to the
problems that exist," Hefferon said.
The Law Foundation of Ontario, established by the Ontario government, is a grant-making organization that promotes
and enhances justice for Ontarians.
The goal of the meetings is to address barriers and gaps in services, and to find possible solutions.
"Access to justice is important to alleviating poverty," Hefferon said. "If people don't know about their rights, they can't
access the assistance they may need and may be living in very unsatisfactory living situations -- they and their
children -- which they do not have to."
The Orillia meeting is being held on Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Tudhope-McIntyre Boardroom at city
hall on Andrew Street.
Delegates selected at that meeting will be joining more than 100 delegates from Barrie, Collingwood, Lindsay and
Minden at the regional conference on Nov. 19 at Fern Resort.

Copyright © 2010 The Orillia Packet & Times

http://www.orilliapacket.com/PrintArticle.aspx?e=2767631
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November Conference Seeks Justice for Rural and Remote Communities
On November 19 about one hundred delegates representing community groups and legal aid
providers will meet at the YMCA Geneva Park on Lake Couchiching as part of the Access to Justice
Partnership Regional Conference. Funded by the Law Foundation of Ontario (LFO), the conference
seeks to increase access to justice for the people who live in rural and remote communities. At the
conference, delegates will consider the creation of a consortium of community legal clinics and local
agencies to oversee the planning and testing of new strategies for providing legal information,
assistance and referrals.
When people need legal information or services, they are often in a time of crisis or experiencing
pivotal events in their lives. The fact that they live in a rural or remote area of the province can be
an additional barrier that limits their ability to secure the legal information and services they need.
Residents in rural and remote areas face numerous challenges to accessing legal services that many
in urban centres do not, including a lack of services in their communities, fewer lawyers, literacy
barriers, significant distances to travel to reach services in larger communities, severe weather,
inadequate or non‐existent transportation, and lack of privacy. Access to legal services is a
significant problem for many people in our area, but as we go further away from urban areas, it
becomes worse.
In January 2009, the Law Foundation of Ontario (LFO) addressed this problem in a report
“Connecting Across Language and Distance: Linguistic and Rural Access to Legal Information and
Services”. The report described significant barriers to legal information and services for people
living in rural or remote areas. A major component of the report was the recommended
establishment of partnerships of legal and non‐legal service providers to test new collaborative
strategies for increasing access to justice. It was proposed that this approach be tested in a region
of the province, what was termed a “Connecting Region”.
Earlier this year, Simcoe and its neighbouring counties, city and districts were selected by the LFO
as one of three candidate regions to become the “Connecting Region”. Since then, the Community
Legal Clinic‐Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes and its three partner community legal clinics have
been consulting with community agencies across region to assess interest in collaborating to
increase access to legal services for rural and remote communities.
To facilitate this process, 19 local community meetings were held in September and October. Each
meeting brought together legal and non‐legal organizations to identify key barriers to accessing
legal service and possible solutions to these barriers. The response was overwhelming—interest
in increasing coordination between legal and non‐legal agencies to address barriers to legal
services was high and the need urgent.
At the November 19 conference, many of the organizations that participated in our community
meetings will meet to discuss a model for a coherent system for rural access to justice. The
components of this model could support people at every stage of the legal continuum, beginning
with outreach to help them recognize when they have a legal problem and understand how the law
might help them. At another stage, people could be provided with information to help them better
understand their own specific legal problems; while further along the continuum, they might
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receive the appropriate referrals and summary advice. Ultimately, when necessary, people will be
connected with a lawyer or other legal professional for advice and representation.
The conference and is being organized by the Access to Justice Partnership (A2JP) a combined
initiative of the four community legal clinics that serve Grey‐Bruce; Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha
Lakes; Muskoka and Perry Sound; and Peterborough. For more information about the Conference
and the A2JP project can be found at www.a2jp.ca.
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Legal organization fights for rights of disabled
November 2, 2010

Mary Riley

(LINDSAY) If there’s one thing people with
disabilities don’t need, it’s having to worry about
their legal rights.
That’s the premise behind ARCH, a community
legal clinic dedicated to the rights of people with
disabilities in Ontario.
About 40 people showed up at St. Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church in Lindsay on Oct. 29 for a
workshop that familiarized them with the ARCH
Disability Law Centre, which advances the rights
of the disabledp.
The event was hosted by the Simcoe, Haliburton
Kawartha Lakes Community Legal Clinic. Both
organizations operate under the province’s Legal Aid system.
Legal organization fights for rights of disabled. The
Simcoe Haliburton Kawartha Lakes Community Legal
Clinic, along with the ARCH Disability Law Centre had an
audience of about 40 people at St. Andrew's Presbyterian
Church in Lindsay on Oct. 29. The workshop outlined how
people with disabilities have legal recourse if their rights
are being violated. Lance Anderson

Edgar‐Andre Montigny, a lawyer with ARCH
addressed a crowd that included people
with disabilities and members of
community service agencies.

He said the Ontario Human Rights Code
covers a wide range of physical and mental
health disabilities, and is not limited to a functional impairment.
A key point is that not every disability may be severe enough to merit social support, but anyone
with a disability is entitled to protection from discrimination.
ARCH, which has five lawyers on staff, concentrates on five priority areas:
‐ attendant services (assistance with daily living activities);
‐ services for those with intellectual disabilities;
‐ accommodation and education (access and inclusion of students with disabilities in Ontario’s
school system);
‐ legal capacity and decision making (promoting the rights of the disabled to make their own
decisions where possible);
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‐ human rights
Mr. Montigny pointed out that laws governing the disabled no longer consider policies based on a
“medical model”, which argues that the disabled must find a “way to fit in.” “Policies following that
model lead to marginalization,” he said. Rather, ideal regulations follow a social/human resources
model, which argues, he said, “that the disabled are part of the human spectrum...the government
and society as a whole must ensure the disabled are accommodated and included.”
He also noted that “equality” under the provincial human rights code and the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms defines equality in terms of “an equal end result.” It is not necessarily,
Mr. Montigny said, about “giving everyone the same thing.”
While the laws are wide‐ranging and cover many specific areas, there are key points that are
addressed, including people who balk at making renovations to commercial properties to
accommodate people with disabilities. Mr. Montigny said the principle of undue hardship under the
law prohibits employers and service providers from refusing to hire or accommodate the disabled
because it would be inconvenient or costly. He noted undue hardship is “a very high standard” and
that an employer simply saying “I can’t do that...it’s not practical...it will cost too much” is not
enough.
“You don’t get away that easily,” Mr. Montigny said. Alternate sources of funding, such as
government programs designed to assist employers and business people to make their premises
available to the disabled must be explored and at the very least, efforts to find a solution must be
made. Mr. Montigny said the principle of undue hardship requires very strong evidence to prove the
hardship is actually “undue” rather than “inconvenient.”
Mr. Montigny noted that ARCH has observed “an alarming and growing trend” that people with
intellectual disabilities are unable to afford vital supports and services, particularly under the
province’s Passport program for adults and the Special Services at Home program for children. A
Toronto Star article published last August stated that thousands of families “are sinking under the
weight, exhausted and impoverished...on waiting lists that just keep growing.”
According to the article, there are 7.160 people on the Special Services waiting list and almost 4,000
waiting for the Passport program. Mr. Montigny said the funding for both has been capped and the
situation is dire; one of ARCH’s functions is to petition the government for more money.
Two people at the workshop asked that their names not be published, but told This Week they were
glad they had attended. One woman said that as people age, most become “disabled” at some point,
either physically or mentally because there “is no clear line between us and them. We should all be
looked at the same.”
Another man said he suffered from a disability he declined to describe, but, said disability issues
“can be invasive.” But, he noted he benefitted from the seminar, as he learned there is help
available. “It’s giving people something more than hopelessness,” he said.
For more information, visit www.archdisabilitylaw.ca or call toll‐free 1‐866‐482‐2724. For local
inquiries, contact the Simcoe, Haliburton Kawartha Lakes Community Legal Clinic at 1‐800‐461‐
8953 or visit their website at www.communitylegalclinic.ca.
This article is for personal use only courtesy of MyKawartha.com - a division of Metroland Media Group Ltd.
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Nov. 19 meeting to discuss improving rural access
to justice
Posted 5 days ago
KAWARTHA LAKES - The organization that provides free legal services to low-income city residents is holding an
important meeting Nov. 19 in Orillia to discuss improving rural and remote access to justice.
The meeting emanates from a series of workshops that have been held across the region, including one in the city on
Oct. 1.
A staff lawyer for Community Legal Clinic, Simcoe, Haliburton, Kawartha Lakes, Lisa Loader, said about 100
delegrates from the local meetings will attend today's gathering at YMCA Geneva Park.
She said a number of "amazing ideas" will be tabled from the CKL meeting.
Community Legal Clinic is funded in part by Legal Aid Ontario and provides free legal services to the low-income
residents of Simcoe County, Haliburton County and CKL.
Their areas of practice include social assistance, Canada Pension Plan, disability, landlord and tenant law (tenants
only), workers' compensation, employment law, consumer law and education law. They do not do family or criminal
law.
Loader said the Law Foundation of Ontario commissioned a report a few years ago about access to justice in rural
and remote communities.
"The report revealed, not surprisingly, a lot of barriers to getting justice because of great distances, lack of
transportation, lack of internet services, social isolation and a whole host of other problems that people living in our
community have experienced," she said.
She said the law foundation created an initiative called "Connecting Region" in which it envisioned that a consortium
of legal and non-legal service providers would work together to develop new ways of improving access to justice.
Our region, comprised of Grey, Bruce, Simcoe, Haliburton and Peterborough counties, the districts of Muskoka and
Parry Sound and the City of Kawartha Lakes, was chosen as a candidate
Loader said that after the regional conference, they will report to the law foundation and request that the region be
named as a Connecting Region and ask for funding of the ideas that have been developed for improving access to
justice.
Some of the local ideas include:
-a public awareness campaign about clinic services including newspaper, radio and TV.
- teaching people what their rights are through workshops.
- networking with agencies who provide transportation and co-ordinating appointments to overcome transportation
problems.
- co-operation between agencies, including the legal clinic, at the front-end of disability applications to reduce costly
and time-consuming appeals.

http://www.thepost.ca/PrintArticle.aspx?e=2827735
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- video-conferencing using public computer terminals.
-training front-line workers at agencies to use the new clinic website being launched this month (prototype is
www.justiceatwork.ca where access to the clinic intake is done by answering questions on-line).
-producing local public legal education material - e.g. how to get repairs done in the City of Kawartha Lakes and how
to get legal help in the City of Kawartha Lakes.
- using the public library system as an access point to the legal clinic.
- using churches in smaller communities as an access point (e.g. one minister offered to have the clinic do
intake at a church in a small community in which it has had no physical presence.
- use existing 24/7 services including 211.
- a mobile legal clinic travelling to the smaller communities in CKL.
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